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Abstract
Montserrat’s two endemic plant species, Rondeletia buxifolia and Epidendrum montserratense have been
suggested for a candidate Red List status of Critically Endangered under the IUCN Categories of Threat
(IUCN, 2001). Despite this classification, both species have only recently been allocated Protected
Species status under national law and there is no enforcement of legislation or actual protection on the
ground. Both species are further threatened by lack of knowledge concerning many aspects of their
ecology and biology. Following investigation of these issues, the wide range of threats found to be
facing many populations, as well as the lack of knowledge among local communities concerning these
species, data were collected from a wide variety of sources, analysed and compiled such that transparent
and reasoned conservation recommendations could be made. This study first of all set out to undertake
comprehensive field sampling of each species to construct informed prediction maps using Maximum
Entropy Modelling (Maxent) techniques and to make robust assessments of IUCN threat status.
Although populations of R. buxifolia and E. montserratense were found to be more widely distributed
than previously thought, their Critically Endangered status was confirmed (CR B1, a, b, iii), v)). These
data were then combined with those assessing the response of each species to anthropogenic disturbance
and information on the projected development plans for Montserrat in order to make recommendations
for the conservation of each species. The approaches of Plantlife International and IUCN were used to
recommend a candidate Important Plant Areas (Plantlife International, 2004) and three candidate
Protected Landscapes (IUCN 1994).
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

The Centre Hills of Montserrat, a UK Overseas Territory situated in the Caribbean, represent the largest
remaining area of forest on the island following the loss of much original natural habitat to agriculture,
human settlement, natural disasters and invasive species. In June 2005, a UK Government Darwin
Initiative funded project started in Montserrat.

This, the Centre Hills Project (CHP), involved

collaboration between the Montserrat Department of the Environment (MDE), the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds (RSPB), the Royal Botanic Gardens (RBG) Kew, Durrell Wildlife Conservation
Trust, the Montserrat National Trust (MNT) and the Montserrat Tourist Board.

The project was

established in order to address a pressing need for information concerning the distribution of biodiversity
in Montserrat, the conservation status of species and the threats they faced. Information obtained through
this project would then be used to set conservation priorities and inform the design of a management plan
and Protected Area in Montserrat’s Centre Hills.

As part of the Centre Hills Biodiversity Assessment (CHBA) of the CHP, RBG Kew carried out a plant
survey to gather baseline data on Montserrat’s flora, and thus supplement the Flora of the Lesser Antilles
(1979) by Richard Howard. A working checklist of species verified as occurring on Montserrat was
produced, and a candidate Red List was compiled. Of those plant species confirmed as present on
Montserrat, 109 have a distribution restricted to the Caribbean, while 70 are endemic to the Lesser
Antilles and 3 are endemic to Montserrat. These three species are Rondeletia buxifolia, Epidendrum
montserratense and Xylosma serratum. Although the later of these will be recorded and studied if found,
it has not been recorded since volcanic pyroclastic flow destroyed its only known location. This study
will thus focus on the former two species.

Rondeletia buxifolia Vahl (Fig. 1.1) is a small clonal shrub in the Rubiaceae family. Although a common
genera in the Lesser Antilles, where it is most prevalent, geographic separation and subsequent speciation
has led to a high level of island endemism among Rondeletia. The restricted distribution, high levels of
threat and a lack of protection for the species or its habitat has caused R. buxifolia to be allocated a
candidate status of Critically Endangered (C. Clubbe & M.Hamilton, in Young, 2008) according to ICUN
threat status guidelines (IUCN, 2001). An initial seed collection was undertaken in May 2006 and seed is
currently stored in the Millennium Seed Bank at Kew, Wakehurst Place, UK. Individuals propagated
from this collection have recently flowered at RGB Kew and cuttings have also been established as part
of an ex-situ conservation strategy at the MNT, with plans to promote its use as a horticultural shrub. R.
buxifolia has recently been allocated ‘Protected’ status under Part VII of Montserrat’s Forestry, Wildlife,
National Parks and Protected Areas Act (FWNPPAA), Cap.12:03 although it is not contained within the
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existing Centre Hills Forest Reserve and currently enjoys no explicit protection on the ground. R.
buxifolia is hypothesized as producing flowers only given sufficient light, and is also thought to be a
potential glade species, utilizing areas of partial disturbance.

Epidendrum montserratense Nir (Fig. 1.2) is an epiphytic orchid (Orchidaceae) predominantly found on
large veteran mango (Mangifera indica) trees and ruined sugar mills. E. montserratense has also been
allocated a candidate red list status of Critically Endangered, due to high levels of threat, restricted
distribution and lack of protection, and has recently been allocated ‘Protected’ status under Part VII of
the FWNPPAA, Cap.12:03. This has not been translated into any conservation action or protection on
the ground and all recorded individuals are found outside the Centre Hills boundary. Seed collection was
undertaken for this species in May 2006 and seed stored in the Millennium Seed Bank at Kew,
Wakehurst Place. Individuals rescued from the ground and dead trees have also been established in exsitu cultivation in the Orchid House, MNT.

Figure 1.1: Rondeletia buxifolia

Figure 1.2: Epidendrum montserratense

As previous botanical sampling in Montserrat focused on the Centre Hills, an area home to few R.
buxifolia or E. montserratense individuals, baseline information on the conservation status, distribution
and threats to the two species remained incomplete and prediction maps modelled from these data
tentative.

However, the niche based models used in these predictions have the ability to use original

occurrence data to generate regions of model ‘overprediction’, potentially identifying unknown areas of
distribution (Pearson et al. 2006). These potential distributions were therefore used to design fieldwork
that would gather further, necessary data on the two endemics and enable a robust conservation
assessment.
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Further to obtaining accurate data on the distributions of R. buxifolia and E. montserratense, the effect of
anthropogenic disturbance and habitat degradation on each species would be investigated to assess their
ability to persist in an increasingly fragmented and degraded landscape. As previous studies have also
shown that loss of sexual reproduction in plants in peripheral or sub-optimal populations have significant
consequences for population viability and vulnerability in stochastic environments (Scott-Mills &
Smouse, 1994), it was further decided to investigate factors influencing flowering in R. buxifolia and the
consequences for the conservation of this clonal species.

Following data collection, aspects of the datasets deemed most important for the final conservation
output were extended and analysed, subsequently being used to highlight existing gaps in conservation
management and legislation in Montserrat. In order to do address these gaps, further data were obtained
concerning development plans and objectives in Montserrat and combined to compile recommendations
for the conservation of E. montserratense and R. buxifolia. Recommendations would therefore be based
on scientifically robust data, promote the use and enforcement of existing legislation and contribute to
Montserrat’s national and international obligations to biodiversity conservation and sustainable natural
resource use while minimizing conflict with its proposals for population growth, increased development
and sustainability. Project outputs will further be used to inform Species Action Plans (SAPs) for both
species, due to take place in September 2008.
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into account when any conservation recommendations are made
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CHAPTER 2:

Background

2.1 Background to Montserrat

Montserrat is an island situated in the northern Lesser Antilles in the West Indies (62° 12' west, 16° 45'
north) (Fig. 2.1). Lying on the eastern edge of the Caribbean tectonic plate in the subduction zone with
the Atlantic plate, Montserrat is volcanic in origin and consists of four main volcanic centres. From
oldest to youngest, and north to south, these are the Silver Hills, the Centre Hills, the active Soufrière
Hills and the older South Soufrière Hills (Fig. 2.2). Montserrat has a humid tropical climate with a wet
season from July to December and a drier season in the intervening period, although large seasonal and
annual variations in rainfall do occur. Average annual daytime temperature is 28oC with annual rainfall
varying between 1100mm at the coast to 2100mm at higher elevations and it is this interaction between
elevation and rainfall that influences habitat distribution on Montserrat. In lowland areas that receive
little rain, vegetation is dominated by dry scrub and forest, which may be replaced by littoral forest in
coastal areas affected by sea spray. Wetter riparian forests are found along ravines, hereafter ‘ghauts’,
that run from the mountains to the coast, and as rainfall increases with elevation, the dry forest is
replaced by mesic, and subsequently wet, forest. The highest peaks are also home to elfin woodland.

Figure 2.1.1: Location of Montserrat in the Lesser Antilles
Young (2008)
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The Caribbean region has been identified as one of 34 global biodiversity hotspots (Conservation
International) due to its high levels of plant species richness, with approximately 14 000 species, as well
as high levels of endemism. Although the majority of biodiversity is found in the western Caribbean, the
Lesser Antilles is recognised as supporting an array of unique and threatened species of global
significance. A recent inventory of plant species on Montserrat listed the presence of 800 native species,
including many species of restricted distribution and several which are globally threatened.

This is

paralleled in its fauna. Six of the nine reptile species on the island are unique to Montserrat at the species
or sub-species level, including the Montserrat galliwasp Diploglossus montisserrati, the only member of
its family (Anguidae) to occur in the Lesser Antilles. Montserrat has one endemic bird, the Montserrat
Oriole, Icterus oberi, and an endemic sub-species of bat, the yellow-shouldered volcano bat Sturnira
thomasi vulcanensis (Young, 2008). Around 120 of the described invertebrate species are known only
from Montserrat, and may therefore be island endemics.

Approximately 5 000 people currently live on Montserrat, and although the island has a total area of
102km2, the distribution of both people and wildlife is severely limited by volcanic activity in the south
of the island. The Soufrière Hills volcano began erupting on 18th July1995, following three years of
increased seismic activity. Since then, alternate growth and collapse of the lava dome has resulted in
several smaller eruptions with associated debris, lava, and pyroclastic flows. Most recently, a dome
collapse on July 28th 2008 generated a 12km high ash column with fallout of airborne pumice and
pyroclastic flows that set light to trees, vegetation and buildings in Plymouth, the former capital of
Montserrat.

A new Hazard Level System, designed by the Montserrat Volcano Observatory (MVO) and the Disaster
Management Coordination Agency (DMCA) in consultation with the Government of Montserrat, divides
the southern two-thirds of the island and adjoining Maritime Zones into six zones (Fig. 2.1.2). Access
permission is dependent on the Hazard Level, which ranges from 1 to 5, the current level being 3 (MVO,
2008). (Information on activities allowed in particular zones under different hazard levels can be found at
http://www.mvo.ms/.)
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Figure 2.1.2: Map
ap of Montserrat showing the six
six-part
part exclusion zone.
During Hazard level 3 (current), restriction levels are as follows: Zone A and
B: unrestricted; C and T: controlled access; F: daytime access; W: daytime
transit; V and E: Essential workers only
only. The ‘Northern Zone’ describes land
not included in the exclusion zone.

MVO.2008
2008
(http://www.mvo.ms/)

Volcanic activity on the island therefore continues to have a major impact on its people and wildlife.
wildl
Much vegetation in the south of Montserrat has been destroyed, including pristine forest in the Soufrière
Hills, resulting in the loss of 60% of Mo
Montserrat’s
errat’s forest cover. This habitat loss is thought to have led to
large population declines for man
many endemic and endangered species as well as the extinction of the
endemic plant Xylosma serratum. V
Volcanic activity also continues to threaten a significant population of
E. montserratense growing in the Belham Valley (Fig. 2.2.2).
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2.2 Threats to Montserrat’s Flora
The unique flora and fauna of Montserrat has been subject to threat from a variety of sources. Following
the arrival of Europeans to Montserrat in the 17th century, clearance of forested land for cultivation of
cash crops such as sugar cane resulted in pristine habitat becoming restricted to the higher elevations and
steeper slopes of the Soufrière and Centre Hills. With this clearance came environmental problems such
as changes to water catchments, flooding and loss of topsoil through erosion. Although these problems
remain significant in the Silver Hills (Fig. 2.2.1), a decline in agriculture in the 20th century and
reforestation in the Soufrière and Centre Hills allowed gradual regeneration of forest in these areas. The
new secondary forest, however, contained introduced plant species, many of which remain today and
pose varying degrees of threat to the native fauna.

Figure 2.2.1: Habitat degradation following historic
clearance and grazing in the Silver Hills

Figure 2.2.2: Habitat destruction caused by volcanic
lahars in the Belham River Valley, home to
significant populations of E. montserratense

Despite having persisted through a wealth of historic disturbance, Montserrat’s endemic flora continue to
face increasing threat from both the natural and anthropogenic environments.

Perhaps the most

unpredictable of these is the threat of habitat destruction by natural events, such as that caused by
Hurricane Hugo in 1989 and the ash fall, lahars and acid rain during periods of volcanic activity (Fig.
2.2.2). Although plant species endemic to these regions might be expected to have evolved a natural
resilience to these events, the concurrent threat of habitat destruction by humans has consigned these
species to ever smaller and more isolated blocks of habitat in an increasingly anthropogenic landscape.
This effect will both increase the likelihood that individual populations become extinct following a
natural catastrophe and also reduce the likelihood of recolonisation from refugia.
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Anthropogenic habitat destruction across the Lesser Antilles is primarily driven by pressure for urban
development, tourism and agricultural land (Young, 2008), with an inverse correlation frequently being
observed between tourist numbers and farming (McElroy et al., 1990). However, although visitor
arrivals to Montserrat doubled between 1975 and 1985, with a concurrent 10% reduction in the number
of farms on the island, pressure for tourist development has reduced since the volcanic activity of the
Soufrière Hills and post-volcanic building development has only resulted in small scale forest loss on the
west and north-west flanks of the Centre Hills.

In 2000, recognition of the need for watershed protection resulted in statutory protection being given to
the core area of the Centre Hills forest at mid to upper elevation under the Protected Forest Order and
Forest Reserve Order of the Forestry, Wildlife, National Parks and Protected Areas Act. This Order
restricts activities such as clearing, cutting trees and grazing livestock in the reserve and as a result, forest
loss since has been minimal. As few individuals of either E. montserratense or R. buxifolia have been
found within the reserve’s boundary, the protection of the Centre Hills has not, however, decreased the
threat from anthropogenic habitat destruction to Montserrat’s endemic flora. It may also be speculated
that a mandatory decrease in land conversion in this area may increase pressures in others that do harbour
these species. Furthermore, the delineation of the forest reserve boundary was not based on robust
distribution data on key components of biodiversity, and thus exhibits an under representation of key
habitat types, such as dry forest, hypothesized as being potential habitat for both endemics. Dry forest
situated at lower elevations on the flanks of the Centre Hills are also particularly threatened by
overgrazing and forest clearance, reflecting an increased susceptibility to development pressure on
accessible slopes exhibited across the Lesser Antilles (McElroy et al., 1990).

Grazing remains a significant cause of habitat degradation in Montserrat, and one that occurs across
regions and habitat types. Large ungulates such as goats (Capra hircus) and cattle (Bos taurus) penetrate
the Centre Hills reserve, and are thought to impact the forest vegetation structure. Feral pigs also spread
quickly through the forest, and although their potential impact in Montserrat in unknown, their
devastating impacts on islands such has Hawaii and Fiji have resulted in periodic attempts to control their
spread (Young, 2008). In drier regions, grazing is intense and unregulated, with animals frequently being
left free to roam despite the Animal (Trespass and Pound) Act, Cap. 9:05, which provides a legal
framework for the control of loose livestock and enables impoundment of stray livestock. However,
although known to negatively impact many pristine habitats and their associated wildlife, the actual effect
of grazing and disturbance by livestock on E. montserratense and R. buxifolia is unknown and must
therefore be looked into more carefully before action is taken to mitigate this threat.
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149 plant species have been verified as having been introduced to Montserrat, with key invasives thought
to be Casuarina equisetifolia, Cryptostegia madagascariensis and Psidium guajava (guava). The degree
of spread of these species in Montserrat and their threat to the native and endemic flora are largely
unknown and are currently under study (S. Stow, pers. com.).

Some of the threats mentioned above may have further, indirect effects that are equally important in
influencing a species’ persistence. Variables affecting the ability to flower and reproduce sexually, for
example, are important factors to consider in the conservation of a clonal species. Loss of sexual
reproduction may, for example, occur in peripheral populations as a plastic response to habitat variation
(Nabe-Nielsen & Hall, 2002), allowing a plant’s persistence in adverse or sub-optimal conditions (Eckert
et al, 1999; Beatty et al. 2008). Prolonged or nearly exclusive clonal growth through environmental
suppression can, however, lead to local sexual extinction and resulting significant consequences for
population viability (Honnay & Bossuyt, 2005). In the case of R. buxifolia, a conservation strategy
would need to take into account factors enabling flowering to ensure adequate genetic diversity is
conserved. Although it has been argued that environmental deterioration and demographic factors
override genetic factors such as inbreeding and poor genetic variation in the process of population
extinction (Lande, 1988), models have also shown that inbreeding will increase a population’s
vulnerability in stochastic environments (Scott-Mills & Smouse, 1994).

These points highlight a further significant threat facing Montserrat’s endemic plants: that of lack of
knowledge and conservation strategy. The response of each species to the threats outlined above must be
assessed in order to design explicit and effective conservation strategies. An assessment must also be
made of population distribution and number which will allow an accurate and transparent classification
of both E. montserratense and R. buxifolia according to the IUCN Categories of Threat 2001.

2.3 Existing Relevant Legislation
Although Montserrat is not signatory to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), this is predicted
to be completed in the near future and is one of the highest priorities of the newly established Department
of the Environment (McCauley & Mendes, 2006). Existing laws in Montserrat are often enactment
common to several Commonwealth Caribbean countries or are based on the Organization of Eastern
Caribbean States (OCES) Model Acts, designed for Small Island Developing States (SIDS). While this
ensures a government framework containing the key legislative elements for biodiversity conservation, it
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is not one that has been specifically designed for Montserrat, and there are problems and weaknesses that
must be addressed and reviewed for effective conservation action.

The predominant piece of legislation in Montserrat relating to wildlife conservation and protected areas is
the Forestry, Wildlife, National Parks and Protected Areas Act (FWNPPAA), Cap. 12:03, enacted in
1996 and reviewed in 2002. This enables wildlife to be classified into three groups: protected, partially
protected and unprotected species. Although over fifty bird species are nominally protected, the only
plant species, R. buxifolia and E. montserratense have only recently been included under this act. Areas
of vegetation and individual plants may further be protected by Preservation Orders under Part V of the
Act. Although none of these have been allocated to date, the CHBA strongly recommended that Tree
Protection Orders be used to safeguard particular veteran M. indica trees that support important
populations of E. montserratense. The Act also provides for the establishment of a system of National
Parks and other Protected Areas (NPPAs) in Montserrat, and the Protected Forest Order (for Crown
lands) and Forest Reserve Order (for private lands) were passed in 2000, demarcating 11.3 km2 of the
Centre Hills’ forest for conservation purposes. Although these orders restrict activities such as clearing
land and grazing livestock within the designated area, there is no enabling legislation that spells out the
details of management implementation. The MDE has a mandate over protected areas and although
some monitoring is carried out, there are no regulations or enforcement codes under which to effectively
manage activity within the forest boundary (McCauley & Mendes, 2006).

National Parks (NPs) may also be declared on the grounds of natural beauty, suitability for recreational
purposes, and the need to preserve sites of historic or scientific interest. NP regulations may be made
under the FWNPPAA, but here also, there is no provision for the preparation and adoption of
management plans for NPs and no NPs have been declared (Allahar-Topin, 2006).

Thus although laws governing environmental protection exist, with each providing for its own
administration, specified boards and officers are frequently not in place and have often been
disestablished during the Public Service Review that followed the volcanic emergency. Subordinate
legislation is often absent or weak and proposed fines involved in enforcement are outdated. There is
also a financial hurdle to habitat conservation caused by the requirement that the Crown acquires all land
in Wildlife Reserves. Furthermore, the system of NPPAs provided for bears no resemblance to the
authoritative IUCN classification (Allahar-Topin, 2006; IUCN, 1994).

There have therefore been few significant attempts by the Montserrat Government to formally protect its
endangered flora, although this is hoped to change following the baseline information obtained by the
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CHBA. To further address this problem, a project was launched in September 2007 to develop skills and
resources in the MDE for undertaking SAPs. Five SAPs will be produced by August 2009, covering
Montserrat’s most threatened species:

Mountain chicken, Montserrat galliwasp, yellow-shouldered

volcano bat, E. montserratense and R. buxifolia. The later two of these will take place in September
2008 and will be informed by the work of this study.

2.4 Conservation Planning in Montserrat
By providing a standard methodology for evaluating a species’ threat levels and collecting baseline data,
the use of the IUCN Red List to inform conservation planning promotes consistency in conservation
investment across taxa and regions and helps to reduce the bias in conservation of charismatic, but less
threatened, species (Rodríguez et al., 2005, Lamoreux et al., 2003). A Red List assessment of R.
buxifolia and E. montserratense is thus hoped to guide the management of natural resources at multiple
scales, especially that of national policy, where they are currently under-represented.

The use of threatened species status to inform reserve system design, constrain development and set
priorities for resource allocation for species recovery has, however, been criticised (Possingham et al.,
2002). Possingham stipulates that ‘a high risk of extinction does not imply a high priority for action’, but
also acknowledges the use of IUCN status in reserve design in proposing it to be only part of the
information required for resource allocation and threatened species recovery through habitat protection.
This need to integrate Red List data with further information, such as cost and feasibility, is also
highlighted by proponents of Red List-based conservation (Rodríguez et al., 2006; Lamoreux et al.,
2003). Therefore although scientifically robust information on the conservation status and endangerment
of E. montserratense and R. buxifolia will underpin the development of recommended conservation
strategies and proposals for Protected Areas, further considerations must be taken into account in the
decision-making process.

It has also been recognised that much conservation planning is not systematic and that reserves are
seldom located in sites that maximise protected biodiversity.

As reserves establishment is likely to slow

the processes of resource extraction and development, they are often located on remote and economically
unproductive land at the expense of optimal biodiversity protection. This may have severe consequences
for those species that persist only in productive landscapes and those with high development potential. In
order to increase the effectiveness of a proposed reserve system in Montserrat, a systematic method for
prioritisation will be followed by considering the representativeness and probable persistence of any
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proposed Protected Area. Representativeness refers to the need for Protected Areas or Protected Area
systems to represent a comprehensive variety of biodiversity at all levels of organisation, while
persistence describes the importance of ensuring long-term survival by maintaining natural processes,
viable populations and excluding threats (Margules & Pressey, 2000).

A further consideration in the conservation planning process is that strict protection of populations is not
always possible over sufficient areas (Sanderson, 2002). Many E. montserratense and R. buxifolia
populations are, for example, predicted as occurring in areas in which natural resource exploitation and
land use of multiple types occurs. Conservation in Montserrat may therefore often be in direct conflict
with the country’s development plans, plans that are especially important to take into account due to the
increased drive for sustainability and population growth following the 1995 volcanic crisis on the island
(Physical Planning Unit, Laughlin, & Dyett, 2000; McCauley & Mendes, 2006; DFID, 2005; Montserrat
Development Unit, 2003 ).

Nature is also heterogeneous, with many organisms relying on this

heterogeneity for their survival (Tetman & Kareiva, 1997). To preserve the required mosaic of different
habitats while also taking into account the multiple land uses occurring over these habitats, effective
biological conservation must integrate both use and protection across the landscape, preserving a mosaic
of different habitats that promote conservation and also allow people to make a living (Milner-Gulland &
Mace, 1998). The importance of the compatibility of these two areas, conservation and development, is
especially important on a small island, where opportunities for both are limited and where each must be
aware of the other if either are to succeed in the long term. Hess (1990) , for example, observed an
island’s future resources, both natural and human, are most injured by an unmanaged drive for growth,
and that these injuries may be lasting or even fatal to an island’s future development.

2.5 The Physical Development Plan for Montserrat
The unique crisis situation in Montserrat has caused much physical development since 1995 to be
reactive, thus increasing pressure to convert land for development and preventing conservation
considerations from being taken into account due to lack of research and time. In January 2000,
however, the Physical Planning Unit, MALHE compiled The Approved Physical Development Plant for
North Montserrat 2000-2009 (PDP) to facilitate proactive planning and provide a framework for land use
and development.

It is therefore these plans for increased sustainability and development, that

conservation recommendations must take into account such that each may effectively proceed while
supporting, rather than in detriment to, the other.
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The primary aim of the PDP is to increase Montserrat’s population to the pre-crisis level of 10 000.
Although the rate of growth can not be predicted, interim targets are set, with the Plan specifying the land
requirements and development projects to attract and accommodate this population. Constraints on
development are stated and potential areas for development that are not subject to these constraints are
assessed. Key constraints include, for example, remote areas that are difficult to service, slopes, and
ghauts, which are precluded from development and are proposed as designated conservation areas to
‘prevent erosion, protect wildlife habitats and conserve the landscape and micro-habitats of [the] hills’.

Land requirements for the development needs of a population of 10 000 was broadly estimated at 320360 acres (1.30 – 1.46 km2), while an analysis of developable land using a range of spatial development
options (from infilling to new settlements) given the above constraints provided 500 acres (2.02 km2)
within in the 9736 acre (39.4 km2) Northern zone (Fig. 2.1.2). Predictions were also made for the
increased demands on water supply and agriculture and areas suggested for exploitation. Agricultural
was, for example, found to be sparse in the north compared to that previously in the exclusion zone, but
with extensive uncontrolled subsistence livestock raising over the entire northern zone causing
destruction of vegetation and pollution of water. It was thus proposed that agricultural production should
increase in intensity and areas of land should be reserved for the development of larger homesteads (12
00 – 25 00 sq ft, 1114.8 – 2322.5 m2) where extensive backyard gardening may be practised. Further
assessment by the Ministry of Agriculture has estimated approximately 100 acres of land to be suitable
for mechanical cultivation. These areas lie predominantly in the Northern fringes of the Centre Hills.

Further to the conservation of ghauts (Policy EC3) under the FWNPPAA, Policy EC1 of the PDP
focussed on the Silver Hills, proposing that priority should be given to landscape conservation and
enhancement, informal recreation and limited tourist development. Although a management plan is
provided, the proposals for conservation management lack a robust scientific basis and the need for
technical studies is emphasized.

Conservation planning is therefore an activity in which social, economic and political imperatives modify
scientific prescriptions, and protection of organisms involves protecting their ability to meet their
requirements among different human economic and cultural landscapes.

Scientific evidence may,

however, also inform and influence some of these anthropogenic landscapes and this study will therefore
combine information concerning threatened plant species distributions and existing protection for
biodiversity in Montserrat with proposed development plans and information on current anthropogenic
landscapes to construct recommendations that are effective, fulfil both requirements of representativeness
and persistence and have minimal restrictions on development objectives.
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CHAPTER 3:

Methodology

The methodologies used in this study were designed to collect data that would serve a number of
different purposes and obtain the most comprehensive picture of the study species in a limited time
frame. As mentioned above, previous work in Montserrat had produced distribution prediction maps for
R. buxifolia and E. montserratense from relatively few sampling points, and it was thus a main aim of
this project to test and update these distribution maps, obtaining more accurate and reliable estimates of
species distributions over a range of habitats. As a further aim of this project involved a conservation
assessment of the two endemic species, it was also necessary to record as many individuals of each
species as possible, thus involving slightly different sampling methods. The methodology was further
shaped by characteristics of the study area. Although distribution prediction maps were to be made
encompassing the whole of the island outside the exclusion zone, the inaccessibility and steep gradient of
much of the terrain meant that sampling could not be carried out on a purely random basis. This was also
prohibited by the fine scale at which habitat and disturbance patterns on the island varied. Therefore
although this study aimed to investigate the effect of disturbance on R. buxifolia and E. montserratense, it
was not possible to obtain an assessment of each habitat type over a range of disturbance levels. Dry
scrub, for example, was ubiquitously ‘Partially Disturbed’ by grazing, while elfin woodland was
predominantly ‘Intact’.

Therefore although sampling could not be random with respect to certain key variables, in order to
maximise the accuracy and reliability of analysis, an effort was made to make sampling as representative
as possible, although this was further biased by under-representation of certain habitats on the island. To
overcome the difficulty of fine spatial heterogeneity, key variables such as habitat and disturbance were
recorded for each point, rather than for each transect, which may traverse several habitat types and
disturbance levels. There are therefore limitations to the methodologies used, and these will be taken into
account during analysis. The fieldwork for this research was carried out in Montserrat over 6½ weeks
from May-June 2008.

Preliminary Research
The first week of fieldwork comprised a familiarisation period of the study area. During this time
preliminary observation and research were carried out, while assisting in data collection on the
Threatened Plant Species of the Lesser Antilles. The main aims of the preliminary research were to:
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•

Recognise the different habitat and vegetation types of Montserrat and understand their
geographic layout;

•

Learn to identify a range of the Montserrat flora and gain knowledge of factors such as their
distribution or invasiveness;

•

Refine and develop the sampling strategies and areas of data collection through observation of the
study area;

•

Carry out a preliminary assessment of the floral biology of R. buxifolia and E. montserratense in
order to design appropriate further experiments

3.1 Field Methods
Data were recorded directly into ArcPad (version 7.0, ESRI) software using a PDA-GPS
(http://www.garmin.com/products/iQueM5/). These were later uploaded to the UK Overseas Territories
UKOTs Species and Specimens Database, from where all data collected are repatriated to Montserrat
through the Physical Planning Department (PPD) as part of the national GIS database.

Transects were chosen to obtain a representative sample of all habitat types and disturbance levels.
Points were recorded every 30m along a transect on each of two ArcMap grid layers indicating the
presence or absence of E. montserratense and R. buxifolia. (Although the use of ‘transect’ implies a predefined and randomly selected sampling method, due to the reasons mentioned above, ‘transect’ here
simply refers to the routes taken, which were chosen to be representative of the wide variety of habitats
and disturbance regimes). These layers were designed to allow rapid data collection over large areas and
would provide an accurate and comprehensive database to be useful in future monitoring.
Preliminary observation during the familiarisation period indicated that there superficially seemed to be
an association between both endemic species and areas that were more open and disturbed. A nine point
disturbance index was thus designed and added to the data collection fields on the Presence/ Absence
GIS layer for both species. Following refinement, these layers contained the following fields:
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Field

Options/ Description

Family

Rubiaceae/ Orchidaceae

Genus

Rondeletia/ Epidendrum

Species

buxifolia/ montserratense

Gazetteer

Unique area name given to the transect surveyed

Date

DD/MM/YY

Altitude

Reading obtained from GPS

Habitat

Dry; Dry Forest; Dry/ Mesic Transition; Dry Scrub; Mesic; Mesic
Forest; Wet Forest; Elfin Woodland

Disturbance

Intact 1a: Intact
Intact 1b: Alongside trial
Intact 1c: Alongside ghaut
Partially Disturbed 2a: Alongside road
Partially Disturbed 2b: Grazed areas
Partially Disturbed 2c: Abandoned farmland/ Grazed land currently
recovering
Heavily Disturbed 3a: Farmland
Heavily Disturbed 3b: Built Environment
Heavily Disturbed 3c : Natural Disaster

Table 3.1.1: Fields contained in the Presence/Absence GIS layers for each of R. buxifolia and
E. montserratense

When a presence point was recorded, a point was also added using the Species Assessment Point (AP)
layer. This point would form the central sampling unit for adaptive sampling (below). The AP layer had
a greater number of fields and was designed to obtain more accurate and detailed assessment of the
immediate habitat and species characteristics. These fields, for example, also included canopy density,
aspect and number of individuals (For complete list see Appendix C, Table C1).
Several measurements were also recorded within the notes field of the AP layer that aimed to provide
more information on the host tree characteristics of E. montserratense and on the variables associated
with sexually reproduction in R. buxifolia. These were as follows:
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E. montserratense:
• Host tree species
• A number indicating the canopy cover of the individual host, rather than all surrounding
vegetation.

This measurement was designed following the observation that many of the orchids

previously recorded had been growing on dead and old trees, and was recorded as follows: 1: Dead/
Sprouting Trunk; 2: <25% canopy cover; 3: 25-49% canopy cover; 4: 50-74% canopy cover; 5: >75%
canopy cover.
• Diameter of the host tree in centimetres at breast height (dbh). This was designed to indicate
whether a threshold size or age were required.
• Light intensity (lux). A reading was taken using a light metre held at head height. As some
individuals were inaccessible, this would thus provide a reading relative to the amount of light
penetrating the canopy.
• Humidity (% relative humidity)

R. buxifolia:
• Light reading (lux).
• Presence/ absence of fruit (This was used as indicative of sexual reproduction due to the
scarcity of flowering individuals.)

• An assessment of the key threat to each E. montserratense and R. buxifolia AP was also
recorded. Although this is likely to be a precautionary approach, as each population might not be
imminently threatened, it is important to have an idea of the key threats to individuals as well as the
whole population. Results may then be used to support or review the conservation status assessment of
each species. If a recording were subject to more than one threat, the most severe in terms of likelihood
of occurrence and survival was used in the final assessment.

Following the recording of an AP, the area surrounding each point would be searched and further points
recorded according to the techniques of adaptive sampling (Moser).

As preliminary observation

indicated that populations of both species exhibited clustering, and taking into account the time constraint
in sampling particular locations, a distance of 30m was used to define the maximum area surveyed for
further individuals (when adaptive sampling was not being carried out in the same direction as the
transect).
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The ‘neighbourhood’ describes the area covered by sampling units with common edges to a given unit.
There are usually four sampling units in the neighbourhood surrounding a given sampling unit (indicated
in the following diagram in red):

Figure 3.1.2:The neighbourhood for a
given single sampling unit (in red).

If the plant of interest was present in any particular sampling unit, the neighbourhood was sampled. The
process is then repeated for the neighbourhood of each subsequent unit in which individuals of the target
species are found until only edge units remain (where no individuals are found).

The neighbourhood

then consists of the initial sampling unit (in this case the AP recorded at a presence point) and any further
sampling units in its neighbourhood that contain individuals identified through the adaptive sampling
process. Initial units not containing species of interest would be recorded simply as absence points on the
species presence/absence layer.

It must be noted that, in this case, the size of the outer neighbourhood units (30m) was not the same as
the area covered by each AP (comparable to a central sampling unit). This was due to the fact that
variation in habitat and variables recorded in each field of the AP layer made it necessary to record
smaller areas so that recorded variables would be as accurate as possible for the individuals in that area.
Ensuring outer neighbourhood units were a consistent size would, however, ensure a consistent search
effort for each population.

DNA samples were also taken of R. buxifolia (see Appendix A) in order to investigate its population
structure and dynamics, although these would not be analysed in this study.

Data

collected

were

cleaned

in

BRAHMS

(University

of

Oxford,

available

from

http://dps.plants.ox.ac.uk/bol/home/default.aspx) and Microsoft Excel (2007), and imported into R
(version 2.7.1, R Development Core Team, 2008) ArcMap (version 9.2, 2006, ESRI), ArcView (version
3.3,

ESRI)

and

Maxent

(Phillips

et

al.

2006,

http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~schapire/maxent/) for analysis.
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available

to

download

from

3.2 Methods of Analysis
3.2.1 Prediction Mapping
Prediction mapping of the distribution of E. montserratense and R. buxifolia was carried out using
Maximum Entropy Model version 3.2.1 (Maxent).

Maxent prediction is a presence-only method,

therefore only data collected as APs were used. This was suitable for construction of models predicting
potential suitable habitat as it would not be appropriate to judge false positive predictors as failures if
absence at a particular locality were caused by factors not included in the model, such as dispersal
limitations or biotic interactions (Pearson et al 2007;Pearson & Dawson, 2003). Although a relatively
new method for modelling species potential distributions, Maxent has also been shown to compete well
with alternative approaches, (Pearson et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2006; Roura-Pascual et al., 2008) to
out-compete classical presence-only methods (Elith et al. 2006) and perform well with small sample sizes
(Pearson et al., 2007).

By associating known distributional information with suites of environmental variables, Maxent aims to
define the environmental variables within which a species can persist, thereby estimating the probability
distribution defining its distribution across an area (Pearson et al., 2007). The premise that the species’
observed distribution provides useful information on its environmental requirements and thus coincides
with its potential distribution is therefore key to this modelling approach (Pearson & Dawson, 2003;
Phillips et al., 2004). Although superficially this may not be an unreasonable assumption, it ignores the
fact that some locations are more likely to have been visited than other, for example, due to accessibility.
Distribution may therefore exhibit sampling bias and be weighted to areas and environmental conditions
that have been more comprehensively sampled (Phillips et al., 2004). Whether a model fully describes
the range of conditions within which a species can persist (the ‘fundamental niche’, sensu Hutchinson
1958) is also constrained by the degree to which the environmental variables used actually define the
limits of a species’ distribution (Pearson et al., 2007). The more widely distributed sampling in different
habitat types and geographic locations carried out by this study therefore aimed to improve previous
predictions for E. montserratense and R. buxifolia by attempting to capture the full realized niche (the
actual niche occupied) of each species, preventing the incorrect interpretation (Van Horn, 2002; Graf et
al., 2006) and spurious projections (Thuiller et al., 2004) that result if only part of an important
environmental gradient is sampled.

The AP layers for each species were imported into Microsoft Excel, formatted and cleaned to remove
duplicate points and those recorded previously but not re-found in this survey. Individual x and y point
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locations were added using a 1983 Montserrat projection.

Environmental variables to use in the

prediction were chosen as those previously known to effect plant survival and growth, and were obtained
from the GIS unit, RGB Kew (Arnaud Mansat, 2007). For example, as vegetation composition and plant
species presence are known to be affected by topographic factors such as elevation and slope, a digital
elevation model (DEM) had been created from the 1983 topographic map of Montserrat. This was
digitised and extrapolated to create a 10m resolution DEM that could be used as a baseline for the
creation of other topographic layers. Distance to the coast was hypothesised as being important due to
factors such as exposure and salt spray, and as there is no climatic data available for the island, climatic
conditions were extrapolated from variables such as winward precipitation direction. The environmental
variables used and their abbreviations were as follows:

Distance from north, south, east and west coasts (dist-north; dist-south; dist-east;dist-west); shortest
distance to coast (dist-coast); elevation (dem); Irradiation level at 2pm, 5pm and 8pm (2pm; 5pm; 8pm);
direction of water flow (waterflow1); slope angle (slope1) and degrees from aspect north, south, east and
west (aspect-n; aspect -s; aspect -e; aspect-w); As some of these environmental variables were obviously
correlated and may therefore have led to multi-colinearity (Guissan & Tuiller, 2005), correlation
coefficients between each environmental variable were obtained. Although p-values of these correlations
were not assessed, due to the bias introduced by spatial autocorrelation, the correlation coefficients were
compared and used to inform trial maps in the model simplification process.

In order to predict species distribution, a sample (AP layer) for each endemic species was input into
Maxent together with the chosen set of environmental variables. Recommended default values were used
for the convergence threshold (10-5) and maximum number of iterations (500), and regularization values
(included to reduce overfitting) were those automatically selected by the program.

Selection of

environmental features used for each iteration of the model was also carried out automatically

A probability distribution was then generated over all pixels in the study area. As this is not a probability
of occurrence and must sum to 1 over the entire grid, values are usually very small and difficult to
interpret. Model output was therefore selected to be presented as cumulative probabilities, whereby a
given grid cell’s value is the sum of that cell and all other cells with equal or lower probabilities ,
multiplied by 100 to give a percentage (Phillips et al., 2006; Philips et al., 2004). This output therefore
constitutes a continuous variable, ranging from 0 to 100 and representing the relative suitability of a
particular location for the given species. Because the constraints imposed by the AP sample typically
under-specifies the model, out of all the probability distributions satisfying the constraints, the final
Maxent output is the most unconstrained model, that of maximum entropy.
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The Area Under the Receiver Operating Curve (AUC) was used as the test statistic in model evaluation.
As Maxent is a presence-only model, AUC may be calculated using pseudo absences from a random
sample of background pixels rather than true absence points. It gives a measure of the quality of site
ranking according to suitability, and may thus be interpreted as the probability that a randomly chosen
presence site is ranked above a random background site (Phillips et al. 06). A random ranking has, on
average, AUC = 0.5, while a perfect ranking achieves AUC = 1.0 and it has been suggested that models
with AUC > 0.75 may be considered potentially useful (Elith, 2002).

AUC values for model testing were produced by partitioning the data into two parts. 75% of the data, the
‘training’ data were used to build the model, while 25% of data points were reserved as ‘test’ data. In
order to ensure that every point was used to test the model, 4-fold cross validation was carried out (Luoto
et al. 2006): Four runs of Maxent were set, each using an exclusive 25% and 75% of points for testing
and training respectively and test AUC values were averaged. Although it has been suggested that spatial
autocorrelation may bias the accuracy of models fitted with samples from within the original sampling
distribution (Araujo et al., 2005), independent test data from a region that had not been sampled were
unobtainable in this case. If data had been set aside for testing from one particular sampling region, it
would have biased modelling projections, leading to inaccurate projected distributions (Roura-Pascual et
al., 2008; Thuiller et al., 2004). Cross validation was therefore chosen as a more robust measure of
accuracy than re-substitution, which requires no data partitioning (Heikkinen et al., 06). All data were
then used to develop a final model, thus preventing decrease in accuracy due to the reduced size of the
training dataset (Fielding & Bell, 1997).

Having obtained a Maxent model output representative of the relative suitability of the sampled area for
each species, output data were imported into ArcMap to create a binary file of ‘absence/presence’ from
the prediction grid. A decision threshold was set above which model output value would be considered
to be a prediction of presence and which would thus distinguish ‘suitable’ from ‘unsuitable’ areas
(Pearson et al., 2004). Grid Extension version 2 (available to download from http://support.esri.com )
was used to find the lowest predicted value associated with any of the observed presence points and
query each grid cell, producing a threshold prediction map for each species. This binary map may be
interpreted ecologically as identifying pixels that are at least as suitable as those where a species has been
recorded as present, and is therefore a conservative estimate (Pearson et al., 2006).

Having thus used Maxent to define the Biological Landscape of both species based on the environmental
requirements of recorded individuals, these were combined with the landscape of human activities by
mapping information obtained from the PDP onto the combined binary prediction maps using ArcMap.
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This would enable the threat posed by specific development plans to be assessed and suite of landscapes
selected for conservation purposes that would not only maximise protection of the two species but would
also include a mosaic of land uses habitat types and be compatible with patterns of human landscape use.

3.2.1 Statistical Analysis of the effect of disturbance on R. buxifolia and E. montserratense
Presence/ absence data layers were analysed to investigate the effect of disturbance on each species.
Data were explored graphically using Microsoft Excel and R prior to statistical analysis using R. The R.
buxifolia dataset was analysed using generalized mixed linear modelling in R with the lme4 library
(Bates, 2007), which allowed inclusion of a random effect. Gazetteer was included as a random effect in
order to account for possible bias in presence/ absence in relation to transect. As the response variable
(presence/absence, converted to an integer value of 1/0 respectively) was binomial, strictly bonded
between 0 and 1, and with likely non-constant variance and non-normal errors, a binomial error structure
was specified by using the binomial family. The model was run using different link functions in order to
find that which minimised residual deviance (Crawley, 2007).

To investigate the effect of disturbance, the initial maximal model was fitted including the fixed effects
and interactions of latitude, altitude and disturbance, together with gazetteer as a random effect. The
variables of disturbance and habitat were not included in the same model due to their sharing
information. As inclusion of many variables also resulted in attempted models being too complex for the
data, producing multiple error terms, a set of reduced models that represented plausible alternatives were
constructed and these were compared (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). Within each model, stepwise
deletion of model parameters that did not explain sufficient deviance relative to the reduced degree of
freedom was carried out.

Due to the small number of presence points (25 out of 1393) within the E. montserratense
presence/absence dataset and the risk of over-paramaterization, this dataset could not be analysed using
the lme4 library. Preliminary analysis of variables was therefore carried out using chi-squared tests and
general linear models with a quasibinomial family to correct for overdispersion. Gazeteer was not tested
included as a random effect due to the paucity of datapoints. Stepwise deletion of model parameters and
model comparison was, however, also carried out in the same way.

The minimum adequate models for each species were chosen based on model criticism of the model
residuals and data normality and on its value of Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Models with lower
AIC values were therefore chosen over those with higher AIC, and models selected were checked for
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normal errors and constant error variance. An effect size statistic (AIC) was chosen for model analysis
as the binary approach used in hypothesis falsification was not considered suitable in this case. Not only
may small datasets increase the likelihood of insignificant results, but asking questions concerning
habitat suitability involves description rather than hypothesis falsification, which would thus encourage
an arbitrary inference and poor interpretation of the data (Stephens et al., 2007). The use of AIC thus
formalises data description, and through stressing the importance of weight of evidence is more
appropriate in situations such as this, where accepting or rejecting a hypothesis may have important
implications for conservation action.

3.2.2 Statistical Analysis of factors influencing sexual reproduction in R. buxifolia
Generalised linear mixed modelling using the lme4 library was also used to investigate the environmental
variables affecting sexual reproduction in R. buxifolia, following preliminary visual inspection in R. The
binary response variable consisted of integer values of 1 or 0, indicating presence and absence of fruit
respectively, and a binomial family was therefore specified. Gazetteer was again specified as a random
effect, as well as Cluster. ‘Cluster’ refers to the cluster of points that arose due to the technique of
adaptive sampling around a presence point, and therefore pulls out possible bias caused by differences
between clusters. Flowering might, for example, be influenced by local variation in nitrogen availability
in the soil, a variable that was not measured in this study. As analyses were carried out using the fields
collected in the AP layer, many variables were available, resulting in models with too much complexity
for accurate analysis with the dataset. Subsets of variables were therefore fitted in a model and those with
high explanatory power were retained and re-tested with alternative variables.

Maximal models

containing different combinations of variables were fitted and model selection was again based on
minimising the AIC.

3.2.4 Conservation Status Assessment

As populations trend data were not available for either species, an assessment of IUCN threat category
(IUCN 2001) was made using criterion B (Geographic range in the form of either B1 (extent of
occurrence (EOO)) and/or B2 (area of occupancy (AOO))). This was carried out by analysing the SAP
layer of each species in ArcView using the IUCN application (developed by the GIS unit, RGB Kew) to
calculate and assess their EOO and AOO. Assigning a Red List Status to E. montserratense and R.
buxifolia would enable the findings of this study to be communicated through a common conservation
tool, providing a comparable indicator of their global importance to inform any conservation
management and planning.
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CHAPTER 4:

Results

4.1. Prediction Mapping
Table D1 (Appendix D) shows the correlation coefficients between the environmental layers used in
model prediction, which were used to inform preliminary prediction runs. The sample layers for each
species were also split into 4 parts for use as test data in cross-validation and each was run in a prediction
with the corresponding 75% of data comprising training data. The ‘Analysis of Variable Contribution’
output for these models for R. buxifolia is shown in table 4.1.1. This depicts the percentage increase in
gain assigned to each environmental layer for each model. As the models are heuristically defined, these
values depend on the pathway Maxent used to achieve the optimal solution; different algorithms may
therefore achieve the same solution by a different pathway.

Inspection of percentage variable contributions in these models indicates that the differences between
models with one or more of the most highly correlated variables removed and those retaining all
variables are not substantially greater than the differences caused in using a different 75% of the sample
for training (Runs 1-4). Although autocorrelation is present, the effect on the key explanatory variables
chosen by Maxent seems to be relatively slight, the greatest effect appearing to be on those correlated
variables that are used little in the final model (such as 8pm and aspect-n). As little is known concerning
the individual effects and relative importance of specific environmental variable or of possible
interactions between variables, it was decided to retain all environmental layers in the final prediction.
This also maximised the AUC value, creating a predicted distribution that better fitted the sample plots,
and increased the chance of fully capturing the species’ realised niches (Phillips, S., 2008). The relative
effect of each environmental variable could not, however, be analysed in detail as spatially antocorrelated
variables make response curves misleading, and running models including only single environmental
layers is also likely to be confounded and thus inaccurate.
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Variable

Full

Run

Run

Run

Run

Minus Minus

model

1

2

3

4

8 pm

Minus

aspecte aspecte/
/ 8pm

Minus

Minus

aspecte ne11

aspectn
/8pm

dist-

45.8

34.8

31.5

17.4

27.2

22.5

22.5

22.6

22.5

22.1

dist-south

13.4

22.8

24.2

36.2

30.4

34.3

34.2

34

34.3

36.1

dist-coast

13.2

12.6

13

19.8

11.9

32.1

10.5

10.4

10.3

10.7

dem

13

11.6

12.8

14.7

15.4

16

16

15.6

16

16.2

dist-east

9.8

8

12.4

7.8

5.1

7

7.5

8.2

7

8

ne11

2.2

2.7

2.6

1.5

4.4
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0.987 0.992 0.925 0.957 0.987

0.987

0.987

0.987

0.986

0.992 0.991 0.994 0.993 0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.989

north111

Test AUC
Training

0.992

AUC
Table 4.1.1: Comparison of Variable Contribution to Maxent models for Rondeletia buxifolia. Column 1
shows variable contribution for the final model with no test data removed while Runs 1-4 consist of the 4
partitioned datasets used in cross-validation. Remaining columns omit specified variables.
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Each of the four partitioned samples for each species was used to run models fitting all environmental
layers. An average test gain, shown in tabl
table 4.1.2 was then produced to indicate the likelihood of the
sample. The results of test and training gains for Run 2 of each species ar
aree displayed graphically in
Figures 4.1.3. and 4.1.4.

Rondeletia

Epidendrum

buxifolia

montserratense

Run

Test AUC

Run

Test AUC

1

0.987

1

0.938

2

0.992

2

0.979

3

0.925

3

0.971

4

0.957

4

0.986

Average

0.96525

Average

0.9685

Table 4.1.2:
2: Test AUC values for cross
cross-validation
validation and final Maxent models for E.
montserratense and R. buxifolia

Figure 4.1.3: Training and Test
gain for R. buxifolia, Run 2

Figure 4.1.4 Training and Test
gain for E. montserratense,
Run 2
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These results show that the models using the specified environmental layers give a close fit to the data,
and an average test gain greater than that suggested as being considered potentially useful (AUC > 0.75
(Elith, 2002)). This high test gain, as well as high training gain (Table 4.1.1) indicates that the model is
transferable, and thus suitable for use in prediction mapping. Maps illustrating the test and training
points used in two runs during cross-validation and Jackknife plots showing the contribution of variables
to test and training gain for Runs 3 and 4 (for E. montserratense) can be seen in Appendix D (Figs. D2D6)

As explained in the methodology, full AP samples were then used to produce a final prediction model for
each species, shown in Figure 4.1.5 and Figure 4.1.6. These models representing the relatively suitability
of particular locations for a species, given the constraints imposed by the sample. Having imported the
raw prediction maps produced by Maxent into ArcMap, binary prediction maps of presence/ absence
were created, suitable conditions (Present) being predicted above the ‘lowest predicted threshold’ and
unsuitable ones (Absent) below (Figs. 4.1.7 and 4.1.8).

In order to facilitate conservation assessment and planning that would be most beneficial to both species,
the binary prediction maps were further combined to create Figure 4.1.9.
As mentioned previously, of the 500 acres (2.02km2) developable land identified in Montserrat’s
Northern zone, only 320-360 acres (1.30-1.46km2) of this is calculated as being required for a population
of 10 000. This leeway therefore provides the opportunity for conservation considerations to be taken
into account in development planning. GIS layers created in ArcPad from information contained in the
PDP were therefore projected onto Figure 4.1.9 to further inform selection of areas for conservation. The
resulting map is shown in Figure 4.1.10.
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Figure 4.1.5: Cumulative probability prediction map showing
relative suitability of locations for E. montserratense.

Figure 4.1.6: Cumulative probability prediction map showing
relative suitability of locations for R. buxifolia.
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Figure 4.1.7: Binary prediction map indicating predicted
presence/ absence of E. montserratense.

Figure 4.1.8 Binary prediction map indicating predicted
presence/ absence of R. buxifolia.

Fig 4.1.9: Combined binary prediction map indicating predicted
presence/ absence of both E. montserratense and R. buxifolia.
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Figure 5.5.10: Combined prediction map for R. buxifolia and E. montserratense showing the
proposed development plans outlined by the PDP (Physical Planning Unit, Laughlin, &
Dyett, 2000) and recommendations made by this study (Proposed strict conservation areas
and proposed protected landscape).
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4.2 Response of R. buxifolia and E. montserratense to disturbance
Analyses were carried out to test the hypothesis that disturbance does not explain any variation in E.
montserratense or R. buxifolia presence and absence, with the alternative hypothesis that disturbance is a key
explanatory variables for incidence of E. montserratense or R. buxifolia.

Epidendrum montserratense
Figure 1, displaying the disturbance levels for all AP points, indicates a large variation in E. montserratense
presence/ absence due to disturbance level
level. While relatively few individuals were found in intact forest (6.0%)
and in the only slightly disturbed
ed habitat alongside a trail (6.0
(6.0%), this percentage
ercentage greatly increased for partially
par
disturbed areas, with 34.0%
% of hosts situated alongside roads or utilities
utilities. Although fewer host trees with orchids
were recorded in heavily disturbed
rbed areas a and b (Farmland (5
(5.33%) and the built environment
e
(7.33%)
respectively), this result is important as it indicates a possible resilience to disturbance. Resilience to, or even a
preference for, severe levels of natural disturbance is also suggested (23.33%). A chi-squared
chi
test between total
numbers at each disturbance
sturbance levels also indicated a significance difference (χ = 125.88, p < 0.001).

Proportion of Host Trees Recorded

40.00
35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

Disturbance Level

Figure 4.2.1: The proportion of E. montserratense host trees (APs)
recorded at each level of disturbance relative to total number recorded
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Percentage Number of Presence/Absence
Points
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20%
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Disturbance Level

Figuree 4.2.2 The Proportion of presence and absence points at each
level of disturbance for E. montserratense.

As E. montserratense exhibits
ibits significant clustering, the results of Figure 4.2.1 may be biased by the adaptive
sampling techniques, increasing the likeli
likelihood
hood of encountering individuals at the same or similar disturbance
levels. The presence/absence
bsence data layer was therefore used to statistically investigate the effect of disturbance.
This idea is highlighted in Figure 2, which shows the proportion of pre
presence
sence points to total number of samples
within each disturbance level to be relatively low, except for naturally disturbed areas, where presence accounts
for 44.5% of all points. The proportion of presence points relative to total number of sampled points in each
habitat are also shown in Figure D7 (Appendix D
D), indicating
ndicating a preference for dry habitat that isn’t forested and
dry-mesic habitat. Figures 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 further indicate that increases in both altitude and longitude are likely
have a negative effect on the presence of E. montserratense and it may be hypothesized that more optimal habitat
conditions occur at lower altitudes and more western longitudes. Wilcoxen rank sum tests also showed a
significant difference between altitude (W = 23317.5, p = <0.005) and longitude (W = 26825, p = < 0.001) values
for presence and absence points.
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Figure 4.2.4: The proportion of presence points
per gazetteer in relation to the mean longitude
for that gazetteer

Figure 4.2.3: The proportion of presence
points per gazetteer in relation to the mean
altitude for that gazetteer

Due to the low number of E. montserratense recordings per gazetteer and the high number of parameters being
estimated during modelling, caution was taken in the analysis of this dataset to prevent overparamaterization, as
well as over dispersion. Variables were therefore explored using General Linear Models (GLMs) with a
binomial family to look at the variation explained by explanatory variables disturbance and habitat with different
numbers of factor levels. The number of factor levels in disturbance was reduced in several different ways and
p-values were inspected to find the maximum number of levels that could be tested so as not to overparamaterize
the model, while losing as little information as possible. Heavily Disturbed 3c, for example, was retained as
distinct from Heavily Disturbed a and b, which were combined, as the former was due by natural causes while
the latter two were different forms of heavy anthropogenic disturbance. The importance of maintaining this
difference is highlighted in Figure 4.2.2, as although presence points accounted for 44.4% of points in Heavily
Disturbed 3c areas, no occupied host trees were recorded in Heavily Disturbed 3a areas. Habitat was also reduced
by one level in the same way.

GLMs were fitted with different combinations of explanatory variables and model simplification was carried out.
(See Table D8, Appendix D for model history). The minimum adequate model (MAM) retained the mixed
effects of altitude, longitude and habitat (see model 1: Appendix D, Model 1 for model output):

Presence ~ Alt + Longitude + Habitat + Altitude:Longitude + Altitude:Habitat +
AIC:194.2
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Longitude:Habitat

The model containing
ing disturbance that minimised the AIC value was as follows (see Appendix D,
D Model 2 for
model output):

Presence ~ Disturbance + Longitude

AIC: 209.86

Therefore although the hypothesis that disturbance explains no variation can not be rejected, neither can the
alternative hypothesis, that disturbance is a key explanatory variables for E. montserratense presence, be
accepted.

Rondeletia buxifolia
An inspection of the distribution of R. buxifolia APs over all disturbance levels (Fig. 4.2.5)
4.2.5 indicates a marked
absence of individuals in Heavily Disturbed areas
areas. The increase in percentage recordings in Partially
Part
Disturbed
areas a and b (Alongside roads/utilities
/utilities (24.4%) and A
Abandoned
bandoned farmland/ grazing (24.6%) may, however,
indicate resilience or preference
eference for these partially disturbed areas. Contrasting E. montserratense,
montserratense R. buxifolia
was also found in significant numbers in intact forest and in less disturbed areas alongside trails. A chi-squared
chi
test between total numbers at each disturbance levels indicated these differences to be significance (χ = 326.63, p

Proportion of SAP Points Recorded

< 0.001).

30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

Disturbance

Figure 4.2.5: The proportion of R. buxifolia Species Assessment Points
recorded at each level of disturbance relative to total number recorded.
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Percentage number of Presence/Absence Points
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Figure 4.2.6: Proportion of presence and absence points for each level of
disturbance for R. buxifolia

Figure 4.2.5 may be bias due to clustering, especially in a clonal
As with E. montserratense, results depicted in Fig
species. Thus while Figure 3 allows a brief exploration of the distribution of R. buxifolia
buxifoli relative to disturbance,
Figure 4 provides a less biased assessment. This indicates a relative consistency in proportion of presence
presen points
across all levels of intact and partially ddisturbed
isturbed habitat (minimum presence: 7.382%; maximum presence:
10.81%), with far fewer individuals being found in heavily disturbed areas (minimum presence: 0%; maximum
presence: 1.92%).

The proportion of presence points relative to total number of sampled points in each habitat are shown in Figure
D9 (Appendix D), indicating
ing a preference for mesic and dry-mesic habitat. Investigation into the effect of
altitude and latitude on the proportion of presence points in each gazetteer also indicated a strong intermediate
altitude effect (Fig. 4.2.7) and a large increase in propo
proportion
rtion of presence points at certain latitudes (Fig. 4.2.8).
Wilcoxen rank sum tests showed a significant difference between altitude (W = 47105.5, p =<0.005) and latitude
(W = 41210, p = < 0.001) values for presence and absence points.

Preliminary data exploration was carried out using glms and lmers with a binomial family. Following these
analyses, the number of gazetteers in the dataset was reduced to include only those containing greater than
th 25
points and the number of disturbance levels was lumped, resulting in three levels: Intact, Partially Disturbed and
Heavily Disturbed. These changes avoided over
over-paramatization
paramatization when fitting complex models to the dataset.
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Figure 4.2.7: The proportion of presence points in
each gazetteer relative to mean altitude .

Figure 4.2.8: The proportion of presence points
in each gazetteer relative to mean latitude.

Lmers were fit using a binomial family and the “laplace” methods of approximation and the AIC value was
minimized using a “logit” link function (See Table D10, Appendix D for model history). The MAM, including
gazetteer as a random effect, retains the main effects altitude, latitude and habitat, and the habitat: latitude
interaction (See Appendix D, Model 3 for model output) as follows:

Presence ~ altitude + latitude + habitat + latitude * habitat + (1 | gazetteer)

AIC: 456.8

The MAM containing disturbance as an explanatory variable was as follows:

Presence ~ altitude + latitude + disturbance + altitude*disturbance + (1|gazetteer)

AIC: 503.2

The interaction term in this later model was removed for further analysis of the effect of the model explanatory
variable on the response variable as it was insignificant and resulted in only a relatively small decrease in AIC
(See Appendix D Model 4 for model excluding the altitude:disturbance term).

As with E. montserratense, the hypothesis that variation does not explain any variation in the distribution of R.
buxifolia can not be rejected but the alternative hypothesis that it is a key determinant of distribution can also not
be accepted.
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4.3 Determinants of sexual reproduction in R. buxifolia
The effect of light on flowering was first of all investigated, with the null hypothesis that light does not explain
variation in sexual reproduction in R. buxifolia, as indicated by presence/ absence of fruit. Summary statistics of
light levels recorded for plants with fruit present or absent were as follows are displayed graphically in Figure
4.3.1. Light was logged (log 10) to retain normality and produce a better fit to the data.

Figure 4.3.1: Boxplot showing summary statistics
for light when fruit are present (TRUE) and absent
(FALSE) W = 205.5, p = < 0.001

To test the amount of variation in the data explained by the explanatory variable of light, a glm was fitted, using
the binomial family. The resultant model (Fruit Presence ~ Log light) (Appendix B, MODEL 5) showed Log
light to be a significant explanatory variable (p<0.001). Figure 4.3.2 shows a graphical test of the fit of the
logistic data. Rugs show the location of the data point along the x axis, a jitter function having been used to
space them out. Data were further cut into five categories to allow the empirical probabilities to be calculated for
each group, showing that the fit of the model to the data decreases at higher light levels. As this may indicate a
threshold light level, above which the production of fruit is controlled by alternative factors, further variables
were investigated for an effect on fruit presence/absence.
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Figure 4.3.2: Graphical test of the fit of the
glm model Fruit Presence ~ Log light

LMERs were fitted using the ‘binomial’ family and a ‘logit’ link function, with the random effects added,
‘gazetteer’ and ‘cluster’. Having fitted a model to investigate the effect of light on variation in fruit presence
(Fruit Presence ~ altitude:latitude:loglight + (1|gazetteer/Cluster)), the following MAM was obtained:

a) MAM: Fruit Presence ~ altitude+latitude+loglight+altitude:latitude +(1|gazetteer/Cluster)
AIC of 77.64

As light was retained in the MAM, the null hypothesis that light had no effect on variation in fruiting could again
be rejected. To investigate the effect of broader scale habitat variation, variables indicating habitat types and
variation in canopy were then tested. Neither Habitat Code (eg. Dry; Mesic), Habitat Text (eg. Anthropogenic;
Wooded Hillside), Canopy Density nor Aspect were retained in the MAM, and the hypotheses that these
variables were not key explanatory variables in determining fruit presence could be accepted. The addition of
Canopy Height (MMb)), however, resulted in a new MAM with an AIC value of 73.03 (MAMb)),

b) MM: Fruit Presence ~ altitude:latitude:loglight:canopymetres + (1|gazetteer/Cluster)
b) MAM: Fruit Presence ~ altitude+latitude+loglight+ canopymetres + altitude:latitude +(1|gazetteer/Cluster)

The final MAM (see Appendix D, Model 6) was obtained through the addition of Groundcover to the model
MMb) and subsequent simplification. This model had an AIC value of 68.22 and equation as follows:

c) MAM: Fruit Presence ~ altitude+latitude+loglight+ canopymetres + groundcover + altitude:latitude +
canopymetres:groundcover.+.(1|gazetteer/Cluster)
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4.4 Conservation status of E. montserratense and R. buxifolia
Following the sampling carried out in this study, the known range size and number of populations of both E.
montserratense and R. buxifolia greatly increased. The conservation status of both species was reassessed, using
the IUCN Script application in ArcView, according to the following thresholds:

Threat category

B1. Extent of Occurrence B2.

Area of Occupancy

(km2)

(km2)

Critically Endangered (CR)

<100

< 10

Endangered (EN)

< 5 000

< 500

Vulnerable (VU)

< 20 000

< 2 000

Table 4.4.1: Extent of Occurrence and Area of Occupancy thresholds for different classifications of
threat (IUCN, 2001)

The calculations shown in Table 4.4.2 resulted in both species being classified as Critically Endangered (CR B1,
a, b, iii), v)) due to the Extent Of Occurrence (EOO) thresholds shown above as well as the severe fragmentation
of populations (B1a)) and the continued decline in area, extent and/or quality of habitat (b) iii)) and number of
mature individuals (b), v)). The output of the IUCN Script analysis of each dataset is shown below:

Epidendrum montserratense

Number of collection used

211

consisting

of

162 537

localities
EOO (km2)

17.4473

Rondeletia buxifolia

consisting

of

442

localities
-

CRITICALLY

16.6289

-

CRITICALLY

ENDANGERED (CR)

ENDANGERED (CR)

0.843106

0.776077

Number of cells

17

20

Area (km2)

12.0841 - ENDANGERED (EN)

12.0459-ENDANGERED (EN)

AOO: Cellsize (km2)

Number of sub-populations 3

3

(Grid Adjacently)
Raport Analysis: Area (km2)
Number

1.01222

0.782603

of 23
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subpopulations
Table 4.4.2 Output of the ArcView IUCN Application, showing calculations used to assign an IUCN
Category of threat to E. montserratense and R.buxifolia.
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CHAPTER 5:

Discussion

5.1 Prediction Mapping
The high AUC value obtained for all four partitions of each sample indicate not only that the model closely fits
the data, but also that it is able to accurately predict presence points contained in the test sample. The prediction
maps thus show a high degree of accuracy. However, as model prediction is only constrained by values of the set
of environmental variables contained in the model, and furthermore only by values for each individual point
recorded, the true accuracy of the model depends on the data input into the Maxent program.

As data were collected in a wide range of habitats and locations, there is a reasonable degree of certainty that the
SAP points collected are representative of the ecological realized niche of each species. Recordings of both
species in the Silver Hills has, for example, significantly extended previous predictions (Mansat, A., KEW June
2007), decreasing the likelihood of incorrect projection due to failing to adequately sample an environmental
gradient (Graf et al, 2006;Van Horm, 2002; Thuiller et al., 2004; Roura-Pascual et al., 2008).

A wide range of environmental variables were chosen to increase the likelihood of predicting true fundamental
niches of each species. Figures 4.1.7 and 4.1.8 therefore accurately predict the potential distribution of each
species provided no other factors hinder dispersal or persistence. They do not, however, accurately predict
presence or absence at present as this will be limited by factors such as areas of development and barriers to
dispersal. A challenge to future research in prediction mapping may thus be integrating these other influential,
often anthropogenic-related, factors into a model (Heikkinen et al. 06). This study has also provided evidence
indicating that both species can persist, and even thrive, under certain levels of disturbance. If this is the case,
the binary prediction maps are valuable in conservation planning despite being created using only environmental
variables as they represent areas that might become occupied, given the constraint of dispersal. As little is
known concerning the population dynamics or genetic diversity of either species, conservation planning should
thus take into account areas external to those presently occupied, but within the predicted distribution of
presence.

A further problem might arise in prediction accuracy if the ecological characteristics of recorded individuals do
not fully represent a species’ ecological potential (Roura-Pascual et al. 2008). Although this is minimized in
Montserrat due to the small size of the island and broad range of habitat types recorded as occupied, certain
otherwise environmentally suitable areas may be excluded through being in non-equilibrium, transition stages
which are unsuitable for either species (Thuiller et al., 2004). This may, for example, occur due to competition at
different successional stages. Although little can be done to address this problem in this analysis, it is hoped that
the environmental data for these areas would be similar to those already sampled, and that monitoring would
indicate potential range shifts.
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Due to multi-variable correlation, few conclusions concerning the reason for the predicted distributions can be
drawn. The difference in prediction of both species between the Silver Hills and the Centre Hills could, for
example, be due to altitude (maximum 388 and 749 respectively), or climatic and environmental variables that
alter with habitat (predominantly dry scrub and mesic/ wet forest respectively) and location. Salt spray and
exposure may, for example, influence habitat suitability on the eastern coast of the island, while variations in
habitat and dispersal may increase the suitability of the northern hills. More rigorous experiments would,
however, need to be conducted to assess the response of E. montserratense and R. buxifolia to each
environmental variable used, such that predictions might, for example, be projected into times of hypothesized
environmental change.

5.2 Response of E. montserratense and R. buxifolia to disturbance
Epidendrum montserratense
Analysis has indicated altitude, longitude and habitat to be the key explanatory variables in explaining the
variation in presence and absence of E. montserratense.

Although the negative effect of altitude on the

probability of E. montserratense presence indicated in Fig. 4.2.3 is shown to be significant (estimate:-1.165e+2,
z=-2.270, p <0.05), that of longitude is dependent on the interaction with altitude (estimate: -1.872, z = -2.270, p
< 0.05). Longitude does not, however, have a consistently negative effect, as shown by the interaction term with
the Habitat category Dry-Mesic Transition (estimate:5.421e+02, z = 3.020, p < 0.01). Care must therefore be
taken with interpretation of the effect of longitude; as the longitudinal gradient on an island this size is small, it is
hypothesized that the variable is retained in the model due to linked, environmental variables. A longitudinal
difference could, for example, be mediated through the effect of dispersal or that of differences in exposure on
either side of the island.

The interaction between longitude and altitude is consistent with environmental variation between the forested
Centre Hills and the cleared, degraded Silver Hills that may result in altitude having a different effect on
presence depending on the location on Montserrat. The importance of this variation is further highlighted by the
positive influence of altitude in Dry Scrub (estimate:7.469e-02, z = 2.647 p < 0.01), which dominates the Silver
Hills. It is therefore hypothesized that while altitude has a predominantly negative effect on the probability of E.
montserratense incidence, this effect could be mediated through the effect of habitat change to wet forest and
elfin woodland , growing at higher altitudes in the Centre Hills

Although disturbance has not been retained in the final MAM, a model containing disturbance and longitude as
well as their interaction terms produced an AIC value only slightly larger than that of the MAM (AIC: 209.86).
Disturbance is therefore not a key explanatory variable of E. montserratense presence, but does explain some
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observed variation.

Areas of heavy natural disturbance (heavily disturbed 3b) and partial anthropogenic

disturbance (Partially Disturbed 2a), for example, have significant positive effects (estimate:3.834, z = 3.907, p <
0.001; estimate:2.450, z = 3.075 p < 0.01 respectively) while heavily disturbed anthropogenic areas (Heavily
Disturbed 3a) have a significant negative effect (estimate: -3.691e+03, z = -2.403, p < 0.05) on the probability of
E. montserratense incidence.

There may also be a link between habitat and disturbance that means that part of the effect of habitat might be
mediated through its disturbance level.

This is, however, impossible to convincingly test as although E.

montserratense increased in abundance in Partially Disturbed Dry Scrub, the absence of dry scrubland that was
not in any way disturbed prevented the suitability of this habitat in its natural state from being assessed.

The important point to take from these results in order to form a conservation assessment is that disturbance does
explain variation in the presence of E. montserratense and that certain levels of disturbance do seem to have a
positive association with E. montserratense presence (Fig. 4.2.1), whether through enabling effective dispersal or
increasing habitat suitability. Although caution must be taken to prevent the potentially detrimental conclusion
that E. montserratense is resilient to disturbance of all kinds, and thus needs no protection, the option that some
level of disturbance might be required and must therefore be factored into any conservation planning must be
kept open, as the exact reasons for the observed distributions are unclear.

It therefore seems important to extend the dataset obtained in this study and gather monitoring data over time.
This will enable more robust conclusions as to the causative effect of disturbance on E. montserratense by
investigating, for example, whether disturbance is required for colonisation or persistence. Although the baseline
data collected in this study is useful in enabling an initial assessment and forming further hypotheses, further
work would also benefit from obtaining dataset that allow the effect of individual variables to be extracted and
more accurately assessed, thus preventing inappropriate conservation management if, for example, currently
observed distributions are simply the product of increasing degradation and fragmentation of the preferred habitat
of E. montserratense or an increased prevalence of suitable hosts alongside roads and disturbed areas. To prevent
inappropriate management, recommendations for conservation action will take into account the uncertainty in
conclusions drawn from this dataset and will attempt to provide the mosaic of habitat potentially required for
persistence of E. montserratense.
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Rondeletia buxifolia

The key variables explaining R. buxifolia presence were found to be latitude, altitude and habitat. The small but
significant positive effect of altitude on R. buxifolia presence supports the intermediate altitude effect suggested
by Figure 4.2.7 and the predicted absence in low, coastal areas observed in Figure 4.1.8. Although alone latitude
has no significant effect on R. buxifolia presence, it has a significant positive effect within particular habitat
types, shown by its interactions with mesic forest (estimate:8.901e+02, z = 7.008, p < 0.001), mesic (nonforested) habitat (estimate:1.234e+03, z = 2.930, p < 0.01) and dry/ mesic transition habitat (estimate:1.017e+02,
z = 2.088, p <0.005). This latitudinal effect is therefore important to the distribution of R. buxifolia in reversing
the otherwise negative effect of mesic forest and other mesic habitat (estimate:-1.493e+04, z = -7.008, p <0.001
and estimate:-2.069e+04, z = -2.930, p <0.01 respectively). However, due to the relatively small variation in
latitude on Montserrat, it is hypothesized that this interaction is mediated through further, correlated
environmental variables as with longitude above. Greater disturbance patterns in the northern Centre Hills may,
for example, increase the suitability of Mesic Forest over that in the southern Centre Hills.

While disturbance was found to explain variation in R. buxifolia, it was not retained as a key variable. A slight
positive association was found with partially disturbed areas, while R. buxifolia contrasted E. montserratense by
being negatively associated with heavily disturbed areas (estimate:-1.224e+03, z=-2.507, p <0.05). The presence
of R. buxifolia in intact areas also has implications for its conservation as it is impossible to tell from this shortterm study whether the large number of individuals recorded in partially disturbed areas are simply the result of
increased disturbance and fragmentation of their preferred habitat (such as that of extensive clearing for utility
development at Oriole Walkway). Further to this, observation and inspection of results showed that R. buxifolia
was more likely to be present in intact areas contiguous with disturbance rather than in large tracts of intact forest
and it is therefore recommended that this area be investigated further. Genetic studies, for example, might
indicate whether populations from intact forest are reliant on clonal propagation from those in disturbed areas.
As for E. montserratense, there remains uncertainty in the true causative effects on R. buxifolia distribution. It is
therefore recommended that conservation efforts should include a mosaic of habitats for R. buxifolia, such that
populations may be protected while its response to disturbance over time and persistence in intact habitat may be
monitored. Care should also be taken when important populations of this species comes are threatened by certain
anthropogenic activities, as there is no evidence to suggest a resilience to heavy levels of disturbance.
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5.3 Determinates of sexual reproduction in R. buxifolia
Analysis has shown sexual reproduction, indicated by fruit presence, in R. buxifolia to be predominantly
positively influenced by the main effect of light (estimate:1.542e+00, z= 3.260, p <0.01), latitude
(estimate:1.197e+03, z = 2.086, p < 0.05) and altitude (estimate: 6.937e+01, z = 2.172, p < 0.05). As above, the
positive effect of latitude is hypothesized to be associated with linked environmental variables; as the northern
Silver Hills are, for example, characterized by low scrubland, an increased incidence of flowering in these areas
agrees with the positive effect of light and negative effect of canopy height (estimate:-1.972e+00, z = -2.763,
p<0.01). Latitude is, however, also dependent on the effect of altitude, with which it has a significant negative
effect on flowering (estimate:-4.135, z = -2.172, p < 0.05). This negative effect may therefore result from areas
such as the Centre Hills, when higher altitudes are correlated with a decrease in habitat suitability for R. buxifolia
and increase in variables such as canopy height and canopy density.

The negative effect of canopy height as a main effect and it interaction with ground cover that results in a
positive effect (estimate:2.446e-02, z = 2.403, p < 0.05) indicate that these factors might be linked to the effect of
light on flowering. Thus although an increase in canopy height often reduces the incidence of flowering in R.
buxifolia, if this is coupled by increased groundcover, perhaps indicative of a lower density of canopy, the
probability of flowering will increase.

These results are therefore consistent with the original hypothesis that flowering is influenced by shade, as well
as studies that have found low light conditions to suppress sexual recruitment (Verbury & Grava, 1998). This is
therefore a positive finding for conservation efforts that might aim to conserve habitat and conditions conducive
to flowing in implying that loss of sexuality and subsequent genetic erosion is not the result of plants growing in
peripheral, possibly sub-optimal, conditions, such as the dry, poorer quality soil in the Silver Hills.

Care must still be taken, however, in conserving a clonal species threatened by loss of habitat and number of
individuals. Studies have shown that habitat fragmentation can alter the balance between vegetative and sexual
reproduction both in the endangered forest tree Elaeocarpus williamsianus (Rossetter et al., 2004) and the
perennial Succisa pratensis (Hooftman & Diemer, 2002), and pollinator limitations associated with habitat
fragmentation and population isolation has also been found to inhibit sexual reproduction (Wilcock & Neiland,
2002) As these factors may thus influence the ability of R. buxifolia to disperse and persist in a stochastic
environment, it is recommended that the genetic collections made during this study are analysed and extended to
investigate the population dynamics and genetic history of this species.
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5.4 Conservation status of E. montserratense and R. buxifolia
The allocation of threat status Critically Endangered to E. montserratense and R. buxifolia could be criticized. It
may, for example, be pointed out that this classification results from the size of the island the species inhabit and
that both species exhibit a degree of resilience to threat. Little is known, however, concerning the population
dynamics of either species and populations of both also exhibit severe fragmentation and pressure from multiple
threats (See Fig. D11, Appendix D). Therefore while the EOO of each species may be large enough to prevent
the total population becoming extinct at once, increased pressure for development and habitat degradation may
act synergistically with natural disaster to decrease the likely persistence of a viable total population. It is
therefore believed that the high levels of threat to many populations, together with lack of knowledge on
population dynamics and dispersal justifies this high level of threat status.

It is hoped that recognition of the conservation status of these species on a global level will help to direct
conservation action on a national level. Following the recent registering of R. buxifolia and E. montserratense as
‘protected’ under Part VII of the FWNPPAA, it is recommended that conservation management plans be
designed for these species and protection laws allocated through this act enforced. As these two endemic plants
form a crucial part of threatened biodiversity in Montserrat, and yet are not actively protected by any existing
legislation, any protected area proposed that includes them will greatly increase the representativeness of the
Park system. However, although Red List status will be used to propose areas for protection, for reasons looked
at previously, this will not be the sole consideration.

5.5 Conservation Output and Recommendations
In light of the above results, it seems necessary to provide strict conservation protection to significant
populations of both species. Due to increased habitat fragmentation, however, it is also necessary to ensure the
human-dominated and exploited landscape is permeable to these species. Although certain types of disturbance
may be tolerated and even required, heavy disturbance such as dense urban development may clear populations
of R. buxifolia and E. montserratense and prevent their re-colonisation. It is therefore proposed that two types of
conservation area are required for the protection of these species, and both must be compatible with the
development objectives and aim for increased sustainability and population growth in Montserrat (Physical
Planning Unit, 2000).

Inspection of the map shown in Figure 5.5.10 and its incorporation with ideas presented by other results in this
study therefore informed the following conservation recommendations:
1. Allocation of Important Plant Areas (IPA) status to the Silver Hills and strict protection of a specified
area within this.
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2. Protection of areas of land within the human landscape where preservation orders may be made but
where biodiversity conservation is consistent with human landscape use

5.5.1 Conservation Status of the Silver Hills
Conservation of the Silver Hills is consistent with Policy EC1 of the PDP. A management plan for the Silver
Hills has not, however, been put into effect and there is no evidence of a protected area on the ground. Whereas
it was also proposed that priority be given to landscape conservation and enhancement, informal recreation and
limited tourist development, it is here suggested that an area be set aside for strict biodiversity conservation. This
area is an extension of that marked on Figure 4 of the PDP as an Existing Forest Reserve, and is indicated as
‘Proposed strict conservation area’ in Figure 5.5.10 and Figure B1 (Appendix B). Although this area is relatively
remote and economically unproductive, these factors do not come at the expense of optimal total biodiversity
protection, as has been previously observed (Margules & Pressey, 2000). A protected area in this location and
habitat type will greatly increase the representativeness of protected biodiversity in Montserrat while only
causing a small loss of land for grazing; due to the observed impact of grazing on E. montserratense, it is
proposed that livestock be excluded from this area.

As the Silver Hills contains patches of isolated Dry Forest amongst predominant dry scrub, these proposals also
agree with the ‘Highest Priority Conservation Recommendations’ of the CHBA, which specified the need to
conserve dry and littoral forest, which largely fall outside the Centre Hills Reserve Boundary. These habitats are
greatly impacted by agricultural and urban development across the Lesser Antilles and also form key habitat for
locally and globally threatened plant species in Montserrat. The locally rare Antillean euphonia is thought to be
a dry forest specialist, as well as Cedrela odorata (stinking cedar), Swientia mahogoni (West Indian mahogany)
and Guaiacum officinale (lignum vitae) (Vulnerable, Endangered and Endangered respectively: Americas
Regional Workshop (Conservation & Sustainable Management of Trees, Costa Rica, 1998)). This habitat also
supports important populations of a number of reptiles and restricted-range dry forest specialist birds. To
highlight the importance of the Silver Hills for the conservation of plant species, including R. buxifolia and E.
montserratense, as well as the need to conserve a range of habitats in Montserrat, it is suggested that it be
proposed for IPA status. The suggested area encompasses that for strict protection and is shown as ‘Proposed
Important Plant Area in Figure B1, (Appendix B).

Following the CHP, it was proposed that the Centre Hills would qualify as an IPA (C. Clubbe, M.Hamilton, in
Young, 2008), defined as a ‘natural or semi-natural [site] exhibiting exceptional botanical richness and, or
supporting an outstanding assemblage of rare, threatened and/or endemic plant species and/or vegetation of high
botanical value.’ (Plantlife International, 2004) Although IPAs do not have a site designation or protection
status, they are designed to ‘provide a framework for identifying and highlighting the very best sites for plants
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and fungi’, selected sites then being used to support conservation actions and initiatives such as research and
implementation of conservation policy.
Although the Centre Hills region supports a wide range of native plant species, as well as several of restricted
distribution, their populations of R. buxifolia and E. montserratense are small or absent. As an important aim of
Plantlife International is to protect a comprehensive network of IPAs, comprised of scientifically selected sites,
the proposed IPA is suitable in not only containing significant populations of Montserrat’s endemic species, but
also in being complementary in habitat type and plant composition to the Centre Hills. The long-term protection
of the proposed area would furthermore contribute to the implementation of Target 5 of the Global Strategy for
Plant Conservation (‘Protection of 50% of the most important areas for plant diversity assured’ (CBD, 2003).
Based on raw data obtained in this study, subsequent prediction maps as well as information on proposed
development plans in Montserrat, it is therefore proposed that the area of the Silver Hills indicated in Figure B1
should quality for IPA status under criteria A i), B and C (See Appendix E for criteria).

5.5.2 Conservation within the human landscape matrix
Although the advantages of the strict conservation area proposed above are numerous, its implementation would
only protect a relatively small proportion of the total population of each species, many populations of which are
threatened by proposed development objectives (Figure 4.1.10). As the degree to which R. buxifolia and E.
montserratense actually require disturbance, for example for colonisation, remains unknown, it is necessary to
further protect these species within the human landscape matrix. These proposals therefore follow ideas behind
IUCN Category V Protected Areas: Protected Landscapes and Seascapes (Philips, 2002). The reasoning behind
Parks such as these is not that they are 2nd class to other, perhaps more pristine areas, but that they are an
essential complement to them.

Their importance is predicted to increase with the accelerating loss and

modification of natural ecosystems and as it is recognised that it is not sufficient to only protect relatively few
areas in their natural condition. This is especially apparent in this study as not only do both species occupy
naturally and anthropogenically disturbed areas, also, neither are found in the area protected due to its perception
as the largest remaining tract of intact forest on the island. If only perceived ‘pristine’ areas were preserved,
neither Critically Endangered species would be protected.

Although the emphasis of ‘Protected Landscapes’ is on biodiversity protection, the concept is built on the idea
that landscape arises from the interaction of people with their environment. Landscape is thus defined as ‘an
area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human
factors’. (European Landscape Convention (ELC), Council of Europe, 2000 (Phillips, A., 2002)). As they
typically comprise a mosaic of land uses and ownership pattern and their management is based on the traditional
knowledge of sustainable land and natural resource management, Protected Landscapes have been proven to
work well in places where strict Protected Areas have failed to secure support from local communities (Philips,
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2002). Candidate Protected Landscapes are proposed for particular areas in Montserrat in order to protect
significant pops of E. montserratense and R. buxifolia from land uses and activities that threaten them and to
buffer and link more strictly protected areas. It is also hoped that the measures proposed below will contribute to
raising awareness in the local communities of the global importance of these two endemic species, increasing
individual and community effort to protect them.

In light of the findings outlined in Figure 4.1.10, the following recommendations are proposed:

• As areas whose development are least likely to have a negative impact on R. buxifolia and E. montserratense,
the following areas should be considered as preferential for development: Gerald’s Bottom (125acres); Blakes
Yard (25 acres); Brades (20 acres); Lookout (67 acres); Manjack (20 acres); Drummonds(30 acres) and Little
Bay (60 acres). This would provide approximately 350 acres of the estimated requirement of 320-350 acres
developable land. Infilling at proposed sites in St. John’s and Salem is also recommended due to the minimal
impact this would have on biodiversity as well as land uses such as agriculture and grazing and the increased
accessibility to utilities and services.

• The following areas are proposed as candidate Protected Landscapes under Category V of the IUCN System of
Protected Area Management Categories (1994), although boundaries are not specified.

a)

Fleming: Although proposed infilling in this area would not be prevented, it is hoped that candidate
Protected Landscape status will focus management plans and conservation action in the area. Within this
region, large, relatively isolated population of E. montserratense are found in Spring Ghaut and at the
bottom of Hope Ridge. The proposal made in the CHBA for Preservation Orders to be implemented to
protect veteran M. indica host trees in Spring Ghaut and the Belham Valley is here re-iterated and extended
to M.indica and Tabebuia heterophyla phorophytes at the bottom of Hope Ridge

b) Lawyer’s Mountain to Providence Estate: The area extending from the bottom of Oriole Walkway and
Lawyer’s Mountain supports a large population of R. buxifolia despite many individuals being cleared from
this area for utility development. Populations extend northwest towards Jones Hill and Providence Estate,
and several E. montserratense individuals are scattered throughout this area. Although proposed infilling
near St. Peter’s lies adjacent to the main R. buxifolia population, there is concern that proximal development
will involve their clearing and destruction. It is thus recommended that this site is not proposed for
development. However, if this proves necessary, a Protection Order should be implemented on this area of
vegetation. Due to the high desirability of development on Providence Estate and previous planning
consent, its development seems likely. However, as this area is contiguous with the populations in Fogarthy,
it is suggested that regeneration of R. buxifolia is encouraged following development, using individuals
sourced from ex-situ cultivation at MNT (See Appendix A). This recommendation hopes to partially
mitigate the ability of habitat conversion to slow the rate of natural colonisation through habitat degradation
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and also to promote the role of the MNT botanic garden in conservation. Thus not only would the botanic
garden have a role in responding to the symptoms of species loss by ex-situ preservation of E.
montserratense and R. buxifolia, but cultivation to enable re-introduction and re-generation would also allow
it to mitigate the causative processes of that loss (Mauder et al. 2002). Preservation orders should also be
allocated to orchid host trees in this area to prevent their clearance during development.

c) Dick Hill: As several E. montserratense APs recorded in this area occurred in agricultural gardens, it is
hoped that preservation orders on host trees will successfully enable the incorporation of other occupied
phorophytes into the human-dominated landscape if necessary. Dick Hill and the surrounding area (Miss
Pink’s) contain populations of both endemic species and also land proposed under Policy EC1 of PDP as
being suitable for conservation. It is therefore recommended as a candidate Protected Landscape in which
further development is not permitted.

However, as this area is also under pressure for agricultural

development and low density agricultural homesteads, Preservation Orders should further be allocated to
areas encompassing important populations of R. buxifolia, such that they may be integrated into the
proposed agricultural landscape rather than be cleared from it.

As the response of both E. montserratense and R. buxifolia to disturbance, as well as to natural succession, over
time remains unknown, monitoring of populations under protection is important. Baseline data obtained in this
study should therefore be used to start periodic monitoring of these two species for use in informing management
actions. The impact of invasive species should also be monitored following the work of Sarah Stow. Monitoring
may be carried out using the permanent fields developed by RBG Kew on the PDA as well as those developed
for this study.

By encouraging conservation action and implementation and enforcement of existing legislation in Montserrat,
these recommendations aim to address the gaps in legislation and its implementation identified previously. It is
also hoped that recommendations will be implemented due to their contribution in helping Montserrat achieve its
national and international obligations for biodiversity conservation and resource use.

Montserrat’s

Environmental Charter Obligation, for example, is ‘to safeguard and restore native species, habitats and
landscape features and control/eradicate invasive species’, while the Environment Bill (3rd Schedule – PartII:
Endangered Species, Conservation of ecosystems and habitat:) specifies the need to ‘maintain viable Pops of
natural habitats necessary to maintain viable pops of protected, threatened and endangered species in their natural
surroundings’, for which the director is mandated to ‘[identify] land to be designated as protected’. Part V,
Protected Areas, 23.1 (1) also stipulates that the Government of Montserrat must establish Protected Areas to
conserve biodiversity and natural and cultural heritage, in particular 2b) habitats and their associated ecosystems
critical to the survival of endemic, endangered / threatened sp of flora and fauna and d) areas of special scientific,
educational, historic , archeologically value. The methods used to make these conservation recommendations
were consistent with part C)b), which specifies the need to ‘take into account the socio economic impact of
designation of the area on the local human population.’
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Data collected in this study has furthermore provided scientifically robust information on the status and
endangerment of Montserrat’s endemic plant species. These may subsequently be used to underpin targets and
Action Plans that will contribute to the CBD through adoption of a National Biodiversity Strategy and it is
therefore hoped that this work will promote Montserrat’s accession to the CBD, currently sited as one of its
highest priorities.
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APPENDIX A: Data collection for further study and additional findings
DNA sampling of Rondeletia buxifolia

During the familiarization period, small populations of R. buxifolia were found in habitats not previously thought
to favour their growth and survival. It was thus decided to take DNA samples from populations of R. buxifolia
growing in a range of habitats and as widely spaced around the island as possible. These DNA samples would,
for example, aim to address whether individuals found in habitat hypothesized as being sub-optimal, such as that
in the Silver Hills, formed relict populations that had become genetically distinct from the more distant
populations growing in habitat predicted as being more suitable. Each sample consisted of about 3cm2 of leaf
material, which was stored in Silica gel with a unique ID number linking the sample to the AP for that individual.
Although time constraints prevented this material from being analysed for this study, it was hoped that the
material would provide useful information for the future study and conservation management of the species.

Floral and Pollination Biology of R. buxifolia

Preliminary research showed that, perhaps due to the exceptionally dry weather, very few individual of R.
buxifolia were in flower. Planned pollination experiments were therefore abandoned. Several flowers were,
however, obtained, enabling a closer study of their structure using a dissection kit and hand lens. These
observations showed that R. buxifolia is a heterostylous plant, possessing two floral morphs that showed
alternative forms of spatial segregation of the floral reproductive structures. In light of this observation, an
experiment was set up on two R. buxifolia bushes that were relatively accessible to find out whether or not R.
buxifolia is self compatible and thus able to self fertilize. Due to the long period over which individual flowers
remain open (approximately 2 weeks)this experiment was not, however, completed and no conclusions could be
drawn.

As with clonal versus sexual reproduction discussed previously, the floral biology of a threatened plant may have
important implications for its conservation, and it is thus recommended that a study such as this one is carried out
over the entire range of R. buxifolia. The importance of knowledge of floral mating systems can be seen in
consideration of a species population size, a key parameter in assessing threatened species. If R. buxifolia is able
to self, its effective population size (Ne, a formal way of capturing the strength of genetic drift in a populations,
drift increasing as Ne decreases) is one half that in an outcrossing population. Selfing would therefore require
more careful consideration of any genetic diversity that might need to be preserved while a conservation plan for
a heterostylous species unable to self may require the persistence of a greater number of populations, and a more
detailed knowledge of their morphs type.
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Host Preference
reference in E. montserratense
As, following data collection for the CHP, it was hypothesized that E. montserratense grows preferentially on
veteran Mangifera indica (Mango) trees, particular fields from the AP layer for E. montserratense were explored
to assess whether it might be limited by host availability. Although no robust conclusions were drawn following
data analysis ad the reasons for observed host preferences remain unclear, the increase in records of E.
montserratense growing on a variety of nnative trees (Fig. A1) suggests that they are not limited by host
availability
1
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Tabebuia heterophyla
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Mangifera Indica
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Figure A1: The number of E. montserratense Species Assessment Points recorded for each
host species.

Propagation of R. buxifolia
A variegated branch of R. buxifolia was found in the Silver Hills and named R. buxifolia var.
var emerald isle (M.
Hamilton). Cuttings were taken and established in cultivation at MNT and it is hoped that their propagation will
enable the variety to be promoted as a horticultural shrub.

Ex-situ conservation
Four E. montserratense individuals were rescued from the ground during fieldwork. These were taken to the
orchid house at MNT and established in ex-situ cultivation.

Seed collections were made of both R. buxifolia and E. montserratense for long term storage at the Millennium
Seed Ban, Kew, Wakehurst Place. Seed collection procedures follow
followed
ed guidelines set by the Millennium Seed
Bank, which can be found at www.kew.org/msbp/internat/fieldmanual.html
www.kew.org/msbp/internat/fieldmanual.html.. Seed were also sent to RBG Kew
for ex-situ cultivation.
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APPENDIX B
Figure B1: Ordinance Survey Map of Montserrat, onto which data were collected using a
PDA /GPS, indicating transects walked, R. buxifolia and E. montserratense Species
Assessment Points and conservation recommendations
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APPENDIX C
Table C1: List of fields for data collection recorded in the Species Assessment Point GIS layer

Field
Collector
Add colleague
Country
Major area
Local Area
Gazetteer
Plot
Locality notes
Habitat code
Geology
Soil
Longitude
Latitude
GPS Datum
Altitude
Date
Family
Genus
Species
Habit
Plant Category
Plant Description Notes
Flower code
Fruit code
Notes
Host
Frequency
Mature
Recruiting
Habitat text
Slope
Aspect
Canopy metres
Canopy density
Ground cover
Uses

Description
Individual recording particular point
Other colleagues in the field
Montserrat
Centre Hill; Silver Hills; South Soufrière Hills
Local area name
Specific area name or that of the transect being surveyed, when
concurrent with presence/absence sampling.
Area of land or number of host trees
Disturbed area; residential area; forested area, along ridge;
cleared area; alongside trail; alongside road; developed area
Dry; Dry Forest; Dry/Mesic Transition Forest; Mesic; Mesic
Forest; Wet Forest; Elfin Woodland; Dry thicket; Dry Scrub
Volcanic; Igneous
Loam; Ash
Montserrat_1958_British_West_Indies
Recorded using GPS
DD/MM/YYYY
Rubiaceae/ Orchidaceae
Rondeletia/ Epidendrum
buxifolia/montserratense
Epiphytic; Shrub
Monocot; Dicot
Notes concerning plants recorded
Flower; None
Fruit; None
Other notes
Host name; N/A
Rare; Occasional; Frequent; Common; Abundant
Number of mature
Seedlings; Propagules; None
Farming Plot; Wooded Hillside; Exposed Hillside; Disturbed
Area; Bank; Cleared Area; Built-up Area ; Along Ridge; Other
Angle in degrees
N; NE; E; SE; S; SW; W; NW; N
Height of canopy (metres)
Density of canopy (%)
Ground cover (%)
Local uses
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Disturbance

Threats

Measures
Invasive Notes
MSB

Intact 1a: Intact
Intact 1b: Alongside trial
Intact 1c: Alongside ghaut
Partially Disturbed 2a: Alongside road
Partially Disturbed 2b: Grazed areas
Partially Disturbed 2c: Abandoned farmland/ Grazed land
currently recovering
Heavily Disturbed 3a: Farmland
Heavily Disturbed 3b: Built Environment
Heavily Disturbed 3c : Natural Disaster
Development; Grazing; Agriculture; Volcano; Ash; Weather
events; Utilities; Invasives; Water use; Landslip; Other
(specified); Unknown
Conservation measures, eg. Protected Area; Propagation; None
Encroaching; Taking over; None;
Millennium Seed Bank Collection: Yes/No
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0.057

0.349

0.019
0.019
0.349

0.208
0.182
0.229

0.004

-0.061

-0.016

-0.237

-0.023

0.318

0.042

-0.042

-0.319

0.214

-0.619

-0.316

aspect-n

aspect-s

aspect-w

dem.asc

dist-coast

dist-east
distnorth111

dist-south

dist-west

ne11

slope1

waterflow

0.118

0.237
0.144
0.249

0.016

0.003
0.007
0.108
0.142
0.237
0.016

0.023
0.033

0.391
0.810

8pm

-0.001

0.066

-0.021

0.008

0.017

-0.017

-0.008

0.034

0.026

-0.832

0.108

0.058

-0.023

-0.027

-0.040

aspecte

-0.029

0.064

0.019

-0.021

-0.008

0.008

0.021

0.035

0.041

0.110

-0.833

0.058

-0.033

0.022

0.004

aspectn

0.046

0.084

-0.023

0.037

0.003

-0.003

-0.036

0.022

0.046

0.058

-0.833

0.108

0.003

-0.041

-0.061

aspects

0.018

0.082

0.018

0.007

-0.022

0.022

-0.007

0.023

0.061

0.058

0.110

-0.832

-0.007

0.008

-0.016

aspectw

0.032

0.385

0.070

0.290

0.235
0.235

0.642
0.291

0.061

0.046

0.041

0.026

0.237
0.094
0.108

dem

0.157
0.014

0.132

0.131
0.131
0.012

0.011

0.642

0.023

0.022

0.035

0.034

0.057
0.142

distcoast
0.023

0.329
0.194
0.129

0.222
1.000

0.222

0.011

0.021
0.036
0.007
0.291

0.349
0.237
0.008

0.318

disteast

-0.149

0.040

0.848

0.216

-1.000

-0.222

0.131

0.235

0.022

-0.003

0.008

-0.017

-0.016

0.019

0.042

distnorth111

0.149

0.216
0.848
0.040

0.222
1.000

0.003
0.022
0.235
0.131

0.017
0.008

0.016

distsouth
0.042
0.019

0.130

0.195

0.334

0.216
0.216

0.290
0.012
1.000

0.007

0.037

0.008
0.021

0.237

0.319
0.349

distwest
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Table D1: Correlation coefficients between environmental layers used in Maxent model
prediction

0.008
0.094

-0.040

aspect-e

>0.5/-0.5
>0.1/-0.1

0.022
0.041

-0.391

8pm

0.810
0.027

0.753

5pm

0.753

2pm

5pm

2pm

Variables

0.067
0.215

0.848
0.848
0.334

0.329

0.132

0.070

0.018

0.019
0.023

0.208
0.144
0.021

0.214

ne11

-0.032

-0.067

0.195

-0.040

0.040

-0.194

0.157

0.385

0.082

0.084

0.064

0.066

-0.249

-0.182

-0.619

slope1

-0.032

-0.215

0.130

0.149

-0.149

-0.129

-0.014

0.032

0.018

0.046

-0.029

-0.001

0.118

-0.229

-0.316

waterflow

APPENDIX D

Figure D2: Two of the cross-validation Maxent models for E. montserratense. Warmer
colours show areas with better predicted conditions, white dots show the presence locations
used for training and violet dots show test locations.

Figures D3-D6: The Jackknife plots for regularized training and test gain for E.
montserratense, Run 4 (D3, D4) and Run 3 (D5. D6). Comparison of these plots indicate
variation in the importance of particular environmental variables between model fit (training
data) and predictive ability (test data). Differences also occur due to the particular pathway
chosen by the model and the points used in model training and testing. In Run4, distnorth111
has the highest gain when used in isolation and dist-coast decreases gain the most when it is
omitted (Figure D3), thus contributing the most useful information that isn’t contained in
other variables. In model testing, however, dem is shown to contain the most useful
information (Figure D4). Test gains with different test points (Run3, Figure D6 ) show distsouth to be the most useful single variable, while dist-coast causes the greatest reduction in
gain. The 2 test plots also differ greatly in variable contribution to gain, and in those that
cause negative gain.
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Figure D5

Figure D3
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Figure D6

Figure D4

Percentage points present within each
habitat, for E. montserratense

Figure D7
D7:: Proportion of presence to absence points
recorded in each habitat for E. montserratense
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Table D8: Table of general linear model history for investigation of the effect of disturbance on E.
montserratense.
Alt: altitude; lat: latitude; long: longitude; dist: disturbance; hab: habitat; AIC = Akaike’s Information Criterion
MODEL
alt

1
x

2
x

3
x

4
x

5
x

7
x.

8
x

9

lat
dist
alt:lat
alt:dist
lat:dist
alt:lat:dist

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x.
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

AIC

230.76

223.08

216.42

217.09

242.41

239.03

216.48

216.06

248.61

215.41

250.27

MODEL
alt
long
dist
alt:long

V1
x
x
x
x

V2
x
x
x
x

V3
x
x
x
x

V4
x
x.
x
x

V5
x
x
x

V7
x
x

V8
x

V9
x

v10

v11

v12

v13

x
x

x
x

alt:dist
long:dist
alt:long:dist
AIC

x
x
x
227.26

x
x

x

MODEL
alt

H1
x

H2
x

H3
x

lat
hab
alt:lat
alt:hab
lat:hab
alt:lat:hab

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

AIC

206.54

MODEL
alt
long
hab
alt:long
alt:hab
long:hab
alt:long:hab
AIC

220.7

216.9

11
x

x

x

x
x

212.9

231.57

216.06

H4
x

H5
x

H6

H6
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

189.57

199.12

217.23

221.58

239.03

222.12

L1
x
x
x
x

L2
x
x
x
x

L3
x
x
x
x

203.6
L4
x
x
x

L5
x

L6
x
x
x
x

L7
x
x
x

L8
x
x
x

x
x
x
200.74

x
x

x

x

214.5

213.84

209.86

L9

L10
x
x

H7

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

203.9

202.14

13
x

x
214.74

12

x

211.82

194.2

10
x

216.47

210.78
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200.95

209.75

221.58

239.03

MODEL 1 : Epidendrum montserratense

glm(formula = Present ~ alt + long + Habitat + alt:long + alt:Habitat +
long:Habitat, family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

-1.089e+00

-8.391e-02

-6.809e-03

-2.719e-05

2.949e+00

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error
(Intercept)

1.881e+03

alt

z value Pr(>|z|)

4.038e+03

0.466

0.64135

-1.165e+02

5.132e+01

-2.270

long

3.026e+01

6.491e+01

0.466

0.64111

HabitatDry/Mesic Transition

3.373e+04

1.117e+04

3.021

0.00252 **

HabitatDryForest

5.820e+03

1.290e+04

0.451

0.65188

HabitatDryScrub

3.967e+03

1.314e+04

0.302

0.76272

HabitatElfin Woodland

8.255e+04

2.071e+08 0.000399

0.99968

HabitatMesic

2.958e+04

5.037e+06

0.006

0.99531

HabitatWet Forest

5.531e+04

2.863e+04

1.932

0.05334 .

alt:long

-1.872e+00

8.248e-01

-2.270

0.02323 *

alt:HabitatDry/Mesic Transition

-4.196e-03

1.672e-02

-0.251

0.80185

alt:HabitatDryForest

-1.382e-01

8.835e-02

-1.564

0.11786

alt:HabitatDryScrub

7.469e-02

2.822e-02

2.647

alt:HabitatElfin Woodland

5.667e-02

1.962e+02 0.000289

0.99977

alt:HabitatMesic

3.642e-02

2.444e+01

0.001

0.99881

alt:HabitatWet Forest

5.421e-02

2.604e-02

2.082

0.03736 *

long:HabitatDry/Mesic Transition

5.421e+02

1.795e+02

3.020

0.00252 **

long:HabitatDryForest

9.345e+01

2.073e+02

0.451

0.65216

long:HabitatDryScrub

6.397e+01

2.112e+02

0.303

0.76199

long:HabitatElfin Woodland

1.328e+03

3.331e+06 0.000399

0.99968

long:HabitatMesic

4.759e+02

8.104e+04

0.006

0.99532

long:HabitatWet Forest

8.894e+02

4.603e+02

1.932

0.05335 .

Signif. codes:

0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Null deviance: 251.46 on 1417 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 150.20 on 1396 degrees of freedom

AIC: 194.20
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0.02323 *

0.00813 **

MODEL 2: Epidendrum montserratense

glm(formula = Present ~ long + Disturbance, family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

-1.12570

-0.16769

-0.11756
0.11756

-0.08414

3.31871

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error

z value Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.691e+03

1.536e+03

-2.403
2.403

0.01624 *

long

-5.925e+01

2.468e+01

-2.401
2.401

0.01636 *

DisturbanceHeavily Disturbed 3b

3.
3.834e+00

9.812e-01
01

3.907 9.33e-05
9.33e
***

DisturbanceIntact 1a

9.713e
9.713e-01
01

1.070e+00

0.907

0.36420

DisturbanceIntact 1b

3.289e
3.289e-01

9.138e-01
01

0.360

0.71894

DisturbancePartially Disturbed 2a

2.450e+00

7.969e
7.969e-01

3.075

0.00211 **

DisturbancePartially Disturbed 2b

2.092e
2.092e-04

9.778e-01
01 0.000214

Signif. codes:

0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Null deviance: 251.46

on 1417

Residual deviance: 195.86

degrees of freedom

on 1411

degrees of freedom

AIC: 209.86

Percentage points present within each habitat,
for R. buxifolia buxifolia

Figure D9: Proportion of presence to absence points
recorded in each habitat for R. buxifolia
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0.99983

MODEL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

alt

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

lat

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

dist

x

x

x

x

x

x

alt:lat

x

x

x

alt:dist

x

x

x

lat:dist

x

x

alt:lat:dist

x
***

MODEL

x

x

10

11

12

13

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

1.2

1.3

1.5

1.51

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

dist

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

alt

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

lat

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

long

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

alt:lat

x

x

x

x

x

alt:long

x

x

x

lat:long

x

x

alt:lat:long

x

x

2.1

2.2

2.3

598.2 596.4 601.1 595.8
3.1

3.2

3.3

2.4

2.5

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

599 513.5 511.6 514.8 510.8 523.8 513.2 619.4 513.3 518.2

3.4

3.5

alt

x

x

x

x

x

lat

x

x

x

x

x

hab

x

x

x

x

x

alt:lat

x

x

x

x

alt:hab

x

x

x

lat:hab

x

x

alt:lat:hab

x

AIC

x

x

hab

MODEL

x

x
x

15

595.5 591.6 503.2 509.3 523.5 607.3 517.8 519.4 518.9 527.7 524.8 519.2 614.6 522.8
1.1

AIC

14

3.6

3.7

3.7

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3.8
x

3.8

3.9

3.11

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

462.7 459.6 490.1 458.1 456.8 485.8 530.6 514.2 524.8 512.5 512.5 522.9

Table D10: Model history to investigate the effect of disturbance on R. buxifolia using LMERs and
the random effect ‘Gazetteer’. The minimum adequate model is highlighted.
Alt: altitude; lat: latitude; long: longitude; hab: habitat; AIC = Akaike’s Information Criterion
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MODEL 3: Rondeletia buxifolia

Generalized linear mixed model fit by the Laplace approximation
Formula: present ~ lat + habitat2 + alt + lat:habitat2 + (1 | gazeteer)
AIC

BIC logLik deviance

456.8 548.4 -210.4

420.8

Random effects:
Groups

Name

Variance Std.Dev.

gazeteer (Intercept) 0.10833

0.32914

Number of obs: 1199, groups: gazeteer, 20
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error
(Intercept)

z value Pr(>|z|)

-3.141e+02

3.451e+02

-0.910

0.36279

lat

1.845e+01

2.058e+01

0.896

0.37001

habitat2Dry Forest

1.090e+02

4.489e+02

0.243

0.80819

habitat2Dry Scrub

2.714e+02

1.821e+03

0.149

0.88153

-1.706e+03

8.169e+02

-2.088

1.430e+03

7.672e+10

1.86e-08

habitat2Mesic

-2.069e+04

7.060e+03

-2.930

habitat2Mesic Forest

-1.493e+04

2.130e+03

-7.008 2.42e-12 ***

habitat2Wet Forest

4.817e+02

3.916e+09

alt

1.469e-02

2.620e-03

lat:habitat2Dry Forest

-6.548e+00

2.678e+01

-0.244

0.80686

lat:habitat2Dry Scrub

-1.634e+01

1.084e+02

-0.151

0.88014

1.017e+02

4.871e+01

2.088

habitat2Dry/Mesic Transition
habitat2Elfin Woodland

lat:habitat2Dry/Mesic Transition
lat:habitat2Elfin Woodland

-8.779e+01

1.23e-07

0.03676 *
1.00000
0.00339 **

1.00000

5.604 2.09e-08 ***

0.03678 *

4.579e+09 -1.92e-08

1.00000
0.00339 **

lat:habitat2Mesic

1.234e+03

4.210e+02

2.930

lat:habitat2Mesic Forest

8.901e+02

1.270e+02

7.008 2.42e-12 ***

lat:habitat2Wet Forest

-3.132e+01

--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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2.339e+08 -1.34e-07

1.00000

MODEL 4: Rondeletia buxifolia

Formula: present ~ distid2 + alt + lat + (1 | gazeteer)
AIC

BIC logLik deviance

517.8 548.3 -252.9

505.8

Random effects:
Groups

Name

Variance Std.Dev.

gazeteer (Intercept) 6.867

2.6205

Number of obs: 1199, groups: gazeteer, 20

Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)

-1.224e+03

4.884e+02

-2.507

distid2Intact

1.132e+00

9.246e-01

1.224

0.2210

distid2Partially Disturbed

1.579e+00

8.096e-01

1.950

0.0512 .

alt

-4.450e-03

2.567e-03

-1.733

0.0830 .

lat

7.276e+01

2.911e+01

2.500

0.0124 *

Signif. codes:

0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

MODEL 5: Investigating Sexual Reproduction in R. buxifolia
GLM model: Fruit Presence ~ loglight
glm(formula = Fruit.Presence ~ loglight, family = binomial)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max

-2.6958

-0.6201

0.1472

0.5050

2.2648

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -13.4798

2.5262

-5.336 9.51e-08 ***

loglight

0.3061

5.364 8.15e-08 ***

1.6418

-Signif. codes:

0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Null deviance: 145.094
Residual deviance:

76.654

on 104

degrees of freedom

on 103

degrees of freedom

AIC: 80.654
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0.0122 *

MODEL 6: Investigating Sexual Reproduction in R. buxifolia
Generalized linear mixed model fit by the Laplace approximation
Formula: Fruit.Presence ~ canopym + groundc + lat + alt + loglight + alt *
lat + (1 | gazetteer/Cluster) + canopym * groundc
AIC

BIC logLik deviance

68.22 94.76 -24.11

48.22

Random effects:
Groups

Name

Variance Std.Dev.

Cluster:gazetteer (Intercept)

0

0

gazetteer

0

0

(Intercept)

Number of obs: 105, groups: Cluster:gazetteer, 41; gazetteer, 13

Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)

-2.008e+04

9.622e+03

-2.087

0.03693 *

canopym

-1.972e+00

7.136e-01

-2.763

0.00573 **

groundc

-8.137e-02

5.329e-02

-1.527

0.12676

lat

1.197e+03

5.736e+02

2.086

0.03698 *

alt

6.937e+01

3.193e+01

2.172

0.02982 *

loglight

1.542e+00

4.731e-01

3.260

0.00111 **

lat:alt

-4.135e+00

1.904e+00

-2.172

0.02984 *

2.446e-02

1.018e-02

2.403

0.01625 *

canopym:groundc

Signif. codes:

0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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Figure D11:: Summary of key threats to R. buxifolia and E. montserratense.
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APPENDIX E
Table E1: Selection Criteria for Important Plant Areas (Plantlife International)
Criterion
A (i)
(threatened species)

Description
Site contains globally
threatened species

B
(botanical richness)

Site contains high number
of species within an range
of defined habitat or
vegetation type

C
Threatened habitat or
vegetation type

Site contains threatened
habitat or vegetation type

Threshold
All sites known, thought
or inferred o contain 5%
or more of the national
population can be
selected.
Up to 10% of the national
resource (area) of each
habitat or vegetation type,
or 5 best sites, which ever
is most appropriate.

All sites known, thought
or inferred to contain 5%
or more of the national
resource (area) of priority
threatened habitats can be
selected, or a total of 2060% of the national
resource, whichever is
most appropriate.
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Notes
Species listed as
‘threatened’ on the
IUCN global red lists

Species richness can
be based on a
nationally created list
of indicator species
developed for each
habitat or vegetation
type. For example,
charismatic species
and/or endemic
species and/or
nationally rare and
scarce species.
Threatened habitats
or vegetation taken
from a regionally
recognised list.

